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Abstract
Flow-induced rotation, the vorticity, is a fundamental characteristic of turbulent
flows. Despite its importance, the direct measurement of vorticity is still limited spatially or temporally depending on the measurement method. This thesis
examines luminescence anisotropy as a physical working principle for the direct measurement of vorticity. A theory is developed which relates changes in
anisotropy to deterministic rotations. The results are limited to acquisitions of
the complete luminescence decay for four polarization signals. The presented
model enables the computation of absolute vorticity. Experimental procedures
are described to provide a standard for anisotropy measurements in flow diagnostics. Xanthene-stained particles, commonly used in popular methods such as
Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV), are analyzed concerning their potential use
in the proposed method despite their low quantum yield and short luminescent
lifetimes. As a reference scenario, a solid body rotation around the axis of observation is captured with fixed particles, and the results are successfully analyzed
with the newly developed theoretical framework. Finally, the average absolute
vorticity of a round turbulent jet at Re = 12000 and 14400 is measured. The results
are compared to the theory in the self-similar region of the jet.

Zusammenfassung
Strömungsinduzierte Rotation, genannt Wirbelstärke, ist eine fundamentale Eigenschaft turbulenter Strömungen. Ungeachtet ihrer Signifikanz ist die direkte
Messung der Wirbelstärke immer noch in der zeitlichen oder räumlichen Auflösung beschränkt. Diese Arbeit untersucht die Anisotropie der Lumineszenz als
physikalisches Grundprinzip, um die Wirbelstärke direkt zu messen. Eine Theorie wird entwickelt, welche Änderungen in der Anisotropie mit deterministischen Rotationen in Zusammenhang bringt. Dessen Ergebnisse beschränken
sich auf die Aufnahme des kompletten Lumineszenzabfalles für vier unterschiedlich Polarisationssignale. Dies ermöglicht die Ermittlung des Betrages der Wirbelstärke. Experimentelle Prozeduren werden beschrieben, um Standards von
Anisotropiemessungen in der Strömungsdiagnostik zu definieren. Mit Xanthenen gefärbte Partikel, welche in anderen Messmethoden breiten Anwendung finden, werden auf ihre Eignung bezüglich der vorgestellten Messmethode hin untersucht trotz ihrer geringen Quantenausbeute und der kurzen Lumineszenzlebenszeit. Als Referenzfall wird eine Festkörperrotation mit fixierten Partikeln
erfolgreich vermessen, um die prinzipielle Detektierbarkeit von Rotationen im
Messaufbau und die Gültigkeit der entwickelten Theorie nachzuweisen. Ausserdem wird der zeitlich gemittelte Betrag der Wirbelstärle in einem turbulenten,
runden Strahl bei Re = 12000 und 14400 untersucht. Die Ergebnisse mit vorhandenen Ergebnissen im Bereich der Selbstähnlichkeit verglichen.
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1

Introduction

In the field of fluid mechanics, turbulent flows are one of the most interesting
phenomena to observe. In the case of a turbulent boundary layer, a 2D sectional
view reveals various features linked to the fluid rotation. On a large scale, distinct regions with a rotational motion can be defined, called eddies. These eddies
occur in different sizes, with the largest scales comparable to the boundary layer
thickness.
These types of rotations can be described with the concept of local vorticity.
This vorticity, defined as the curl of the velocity field, is a primitive variable considered crucial for understanding turbulent flows. The last decades have seen an
increased interest in the measurement and computation of vorticity to achieve
a deeper understanding of turbulent flows. Wallace provides a retrospective on
the insights gained by this research [69]. He reflected on the achievements and
insights from experimental and numerical studies of velocity gradients in turbulent flow:
It was a strong hope of turbulence researchers 40 years ago that access to properties of turbulence, such as vorticity, by way of the velocity gradient tensor would lead to much more clarity about the
structural organization of turbulent flows and how this is related to
the processes of heat, mass, and momentum transport.
In his review, insights from experimental and numerical studies are presented
[69]. From an experimental point of view, the measurement of vorticity is an
ongoing challenge.

1.1

Requirements for Vorticity Measurements

In experimental fluid mechanics, existing and novel methods for measuring vorticity have to meet several requirements. With respect to turbulent phenomena,
spatial and temporal resolution is of great importance. In this context, the scaling concepts introduced by Kolmogorov are widely adapted. The smallest scales
are defined spatially by the viscous scale ηd = ν 3/4 –1/4 and T = ν 1/2 –1/2 with 
as the turbulent dissipation rate and ν the kinematic viscosity. A method should
ideally be capable of resolving these smallest scales in turbulent flows. In addition, methods should ideally be capable to resolve all components simultaneously
to account for the dynamic nature of turbulence. In the following, the various existing methods are presented which fulfill this requirements in different aspects.

4
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Existing Measurement Methods

To date, various approaches have been developed for the measurement of vorticity. Some literature is available for the interested reader. Selected techniques are
outlined, and three broader fields of experimental research are presented with
no claim to be exhaustive. For a more comprehensive overview, the interested
reader is referred to the reviews at the end of this section.
Thermal Anemometry The earliest attempts to measure velocity gradients
were based on velocity measurements with hot wires. For this method, an array
of several hot wires is designed to measure the microcirculation of a small, finite
area. The vorticity is then estimated from the measured circulation. First measurements with three commercial hot wire probes were conducted by Freytag
in a triangle formation in an atmospheric surface layer, though the spatial resolution was insufficient to resolve the turbulent viscous scale [18]. Kastrinakis
and Eckelmann developed a four-wire probe to measure the vorticity component
in streamwise direction of a turbulent channel flow [29]. Besides, Browne et al.
used pairs of x-array probes for the measurement of dissipation in turbulent flow
[9]. In general, a minimum of 9 hot wires is required for the simultaneous measurement of all velocity gradients. Several probe concepts with such complex
configurations have been successfully applied for the measurement of such gradients. Two arrays, one as x-array and the other in a parallel configuration with
four hot wires in total, have been used for measurements in a plane shear layer
[17]. The probe concept has also been used to measure turbulent boundary layer
statistics by Klewicki and Falco [35]. Vukoslavĉević et al. measured the velocity
and vorticity vectors in a turbulent boundary layer with a nine-wire probe [67].
Over the years, the probe designs significantly improved, especially concerning
simultaneous measurable gradients and spatial resolution. Vukoslavĉević and
Wallace presented a 12-sensor hot-wire probe tested in a turbulent boundary
layer [66]. One of the latest achievements by Zimmermann et al. was the development of an eight-wire probe [78]. For measurements of velocity and vorticity,
a total of eight wires is sufficient. This probe was used by Zimmermann et al. for
an extensive comparative study on velocity and vorticity structure in pipes and
boundary layers [79].
While thermal anemometry measurements have a high temporal resolution,
it remains challenging to resolve the spatial dimensions. Several parameters have
to be considered. The Kolmogorov scale of the turbulent flow defines the desired
resolution with regard to diagnostics. In contrast, the probe’s mechanical design
and the influence of the several wires on the downstream flow contradict this
goal. The problem is discussed in detail by Wallace and Foss [68].

1.2

Existing Measurement Methods
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Optical Anemometry The measurement of velocity components and the computation of its gradients with non-intrusive optical methods have been employed
next to hot-wire probes. The capabilities of Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA),
the measurement of a velocity component using the frequency shift due to the
Doppler effect, have been extended to multi-probe measurements for the indirect
measurement of vorticity. Lang and Dimotakis have conducted measurements
with two probes to compute one velocity gradient, while the same authors applied two separate laser sheets for cross-correlation of velocity components in a
further experiment [39, 40]. Another approach has been presented by Agui and
Andreopoulos, who designed vorticity probes with photomultipliers to precisely
compute a vorticity component with high temporal accuracy [2].
The methods involving the observation of particles in fluid flows, Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), have gained
attention and popularity in the last decades. Both measurement principles are
capable of computing the velocities for the displacements of particles seeded into
the flow. The gradients can be computed from these velocity fields, providing
information about vortical structures in the flow. Initially, measurements with
planar laser sheets were conducted. Lourenco and Krothapalli utilized a 2D PIV
setup for the computation of one vorticity component [42]. Meinhard and Adrian
measured near-wall vortical structures in the boundary layer [45]. Furthermore,
dual-plane PIV setups can resolve more gradients simultaneously. The dual-plane
mode can be realized with different polarization orientations of the laser sheets.
Experimental results have been presented by various researchers [28, 20, 24].
Recently, the use of tomographic techniques with PTV allowed computing all
vorticity components. Schneiders et al. measured a turbulent boundary layer
with a tomographic PTV setup and computed the vorticity field [61].
The spatial resolution remains a challenge in measurements with optical anemometry. In high resolution dual-plane PIV measurements, the spatial scales
depend on the light-sheet thickness and separation, the PIV correlation window
size, the bad-vector replacement region size, and the smoothing filter scale. Buch
and Dahm were able to resolve the small-scale structure of scalar mixing within
the Kolmogorov length scale [10, 11].
Direct Measurement of Rotation One of the first studies to directly measure vorticity were Frish and Webb [19]. They incorporated reflective surfaces
in spherical transparent beads. These 20-micrometer particles were seeded into
a flow and illuminated with a laser sheet. By tracking the reflection position
change, one could compute the reflection angle and hence the beads’ rotation.
Wu et al. measured the vorticity in a Taylor-Couette flow with hydrogel particles [76]. They incorporated small mirrors in micrometer-sized hydrogel particles

6
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and used them as tracers.
Recently, Ryabtsev et al. measured the vorticity in the center of a rotating
cylinder by utilizing the rotational Doppler effect [56, 55]. Laser light with a
defined orbital angular momentum was focused in the center of the rotating
cylinder. The intensity modulation was measured with a photodiode from the
interference pattern with a reference beam, and the vorticity was subsequently
computed.
Related Review Articles The first major review on vorticity measurements
was presented by Wallace [71]. It covers mainly developments in thermal anemometry, which was the experimental research focus at that time. It describes
some gradient measurements with multi hot wire probes, focusing on vorticity components in different directions. In addition, a first presentation of direct
measurements and an introduction of optical methods are provided.
Ten years later, Wallace and Foss presented the advances of the preceding
decade [68]. It expands on thermal anemometry with a focus on simultaneous
measurements of all three components. In the field of optical anemometry, it
introduces the measurement principles based on LDA. Another useful resource
provided by the section on vorticity in the Handbook of Experimental Fluid Mechanics [44]. Next to a concise introduction into the topic, it discussed the use
of LDA with photomultipliers as probes. Furthermore, it sheds light on the thennew application of PIV and its application to velocity gradient measurements.
The latest review was issued by Wallace et al. in 2009 [70]. It covers the latest developments in both thermal and optical anemometry. Finally, Arroyo and
Hirsch present optical anemometry developments in a review [4].

1.3

Luminescence Anisotropy in Fluid Dynamics

This thesis examines the potential of luminescence anisotropy for the measurement of fluid rotations. The anisotropic behavior has been applied to flow diagnostics before. Kenyon et al. attempted to study the molecular alignment of
dye molecules in flows [32, 33]. A solution of Rhodamine 6G in Ethylene glycol
passed a microscale slit of 500 micrometers and entered ambient air. The resulting jet was excited with a polarized laser beam, and the fluorescence anisotropy
signal was acquired in the direction of the laser beam. The polarization was analyzed with a Photoelastic Modulator (PEM) and a lock-in amplifier. They noted
a change of polarization within the region of a free jet at Re 600 and 1100.
Furthermore, a jet with the dyes Rhodamine 6g and resorufin in ethylene
glycol were studied to resolve polarized fluorescence in the picosecond range
[5, 6]. The molecular alignment in the medium, as well as the depolarization at
different positions in the jet, were temporally resolved.

1.4

Outline
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He and Lu have used acquisitions with a polarization-sensitive camera to
visualize the interaction between a shock wave and a boundary layer [22].
Recently, Park et al. studied the depletion layer dynamics of complex fluids in a laminar Poiseuille flow [48]. By examining a polyelectrolyte solution
with dye molecules, they could deplete the complex molecules near the walls
due to different depolarization. The depolarization depends on the amount of
the monomer polyelectrolyte poly(styrene sulfonate) because the dye’s rotation
can be influenced if it is in close proximity to this monomer.

1.4

Outline

Despite diverse research on the field of vorticity measurement, adequately measuring this fundamental property remains a significant challenge. The various
methods have their advantages and disadvantages. A method should be evaluated on its cost, complexity, and performance next to an adequate spatial and
temporal resolution. This thesis examines the utilization of luminescence anisotropy for the measurement of fluid-particle rotations. The basic concept rests
on the idea of depolarization of an initially polarized excited population of dye
molecules. Thus, it should be possible to measure changes in the polarization
due to fluid rotations.
A brief outline provides an orientation for the reader. The second chapter introduces a theoretical framework for modeling the impact of deterministic rotation on a population of excited molecules and combines it with existing stochastic
phenomena in the fluid. The third chapter covers the investigation of xanthenestained particles and their potential for use in the novel measurement method.
Rhodamine B as a member of the xanthene family is commonly used in PIV and
PTV setups, and it would be convenient to use existing test configurations with
small modifications. Since the method is a novelty in experimental fluid mechanics, the fourth chapter covers the setup and calibration procedures in detail and
provides the necessary information to reproduce measurements. The fifth chapter is dedicated to measuring a turbulent round jet and the presentation of the
measurement results. The sixth chapter summarizes the results and evaluates
the novel method based on the proof-of-concept measurements in the preceding
chapter.
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Influence of Deterministic Rotations on Luminescence Anisotropy

Luminescence, a molecule’s ability to emit a photon after it has been excited to
a higher energy state, is a well-known phenomenon and utilized in numerous
measurement methods in science. Many luminescent species show an anisotropy of their emission due to preferential directions of absorption and emission
transition moments [51, 50]. The change of this characteristic anisotropy is being
utilized as an experimental method as well. The observed processes are stochastic, most prominently linked to the rotational Brownian motion. Theoretically
predicted by Einstein in the molecular theory of heat [15, 16], experimental confirmation of this phenomenon has been provided by Perrin [52]. The rotational
aspect of Brownian motion, which is the cause of anisotropy depolarization, has
been theoretically investigated by Jablonski and Weber [26, 27, 72, 73]. The basic
model of luminescence depolarization is based on the temporal evolution of a
fundamental distribution of excited molecules prepared under selective excitation. This excitation is dependent on the orientation of the molecules concerning
the exciting electromagnetic field. The stochastic nature of the involved processes allows for a satisfactory description of the depolarization effects without
taking the development of the distribution function itself into account. An extensive review of the different models for such temporal anisotropy variations is
provided by Kawski [30].
In contrast, the rotation of elements in a flow field is deterministic on the
molecular timescales involved. Thus, a change of luminescence anisotropy may
be affected by such a rotation as well. The present work develops a model based
on the distribution function of excited molecules to predict the instantaneous
and time-averaged intensity signals accessible to an observer. These signals can
then be used to determine the magnitude of the vorticity components. Since
an analytical solution to the problem is not readily available, a minimization
problem is defined that can describe all three vorticity components in terms of
luminescence polarization measurements.
This work aims to extend the existing models for luminescence anisotropy
and its decay due to Brownian motion with a framework for deterministic rotations. It can be used to measure vorticity in fluid flows.

2.1

Population of Excited Particles

Emission from a single molecule Before describing the luminescence behavior of a population of molecules, a single molecule is considered first. In a
Cartesian coordinate system, the molecule is located at the origin. The incident
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z

distribution

Θ

~E

y
excitation
φ
Izz

Izy

observation
x

Figure 1: Definition of coordinate system
polarized light is propagating in the y-direction with the electric field vector
parallel to the z-direction. Figure 1 shows the coordinate system with a generic
distribution function at its center. In the far-field, the molecule can be regarded
as a radiation dipole [37]. Under the assumption of immobility, the molecule is
oriented at a polar angle θ with regard to the z-axis and makes an azimuth angle
φ with the x-axis.
The observed intensities in direction of the three Cartesian axes are thus the
projection of the dipole onto the respective axis. The intensities can be described
by
Iix = cos2 θ, Iiy = sin2 θ sin2 φ , and Iiz = sin2 θ cos2 φ ,
(2.1)
with Iij as the time-dependent intensity, i the orientation of the electric vector
of the incoming light and j the axis of polarization. The intensity Izy for example
then defines a molecule excited with the electric field vector parallel to z and the
emission observed in x, polarized parallel to y [37].
Photoselection The probability of excitation of a molecule depends on the
angle between the incoming photon’s electric field vector and the molecule’s
absorption transition moment. With the electric field vector of the incoming
light parallel to the z-axis and propagating along the y-axis, the excitation will

2.1
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Population of Excited Particles

depend on the polar angle θ. The probability of excitation for the molecule is
then the squared cosine of this angle, cos2 θ.
Emission from a group of randomly distributed molecules We now consider a population of randomly oriented molecules is present at the origin of
the coordinate system. For the moment, it is assumed that the molecules do
not experience a translation or rotation. Furthermore, the absorption and emission transition dipole moments of the molecules are assumed to be aligned. The
probability of excitation is then again given by cos2 θ. In the general case, the
excitation distribution function might not only depend on the polar angle θ but
also on the azimuth φ. For a randomly distributed population having excitation
distribution f , the number of molecules oriented between θ and θ + dθ and φ and
φ + dφ is proportional to sin θdθdφ, a fraction of the surface of a sphere with unit
radius.
The intensity signals have to be considered as the average over the excitation
distribution f (θ, φ):
2π
R Rπ

Izx = 0 0
2π
R Rπ

Izy = 0 0
2π
R Rπ

sin2 θ cos2 φf (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ
2π
R Rπ
0 0

(2.2)
f (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

sin2 θ sin2 φf (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ
2π
R Rπ
0 0

(2.3)
f (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

cos2 θf (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

Izz = 0 0
2π
R Rπ
0 0

(2.4)
f (θ, φ) sin θdθdφ

Note that the denominator defines the number of total excited molecules and
results in 4/3π, the volume of a unit sphere.
With the observation along the x-axis and the incoming electric field oriented
in the y-direction, the definition of anisotropy becomes
r=

Izz – Izy
.
Izx + Izy + Izz

(2.5)
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It should be noted that in most other applications, the distribution is assumed to
be symmetric in z. For the deterministic rotations applied in this work, this does
not hold.
By applying the fundamental distribution due to photoselection cos2 θ to eqs.
(2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), the anisotropy reduces to the well known fundamental value
of 2/5.

2.2

Derivation of the Distribution Function

So far, only the excitation distribution has been taken into account. In most cases,
a spatial and temporal change of the distribution will lead to different results. In
addition to the conventional modeling of Brownian motion, a deterministic rotation of the population will be included to account for the influence of vorticity.
2.2.1

Difference in Transition Moments

Thus far, the developed relations assume the alignment of the absorption and
emission transition moments of the luminescent species. For most dyes, this
assumption does not hold. While the distribution cos2 (θ) results in the theoretical
value for the anisotropy of 2/5, usually the real anisotropy is lower because of
an angle between the absorption and emission transition moments. To account
for this, a classical formula of spherical trigonometry can be used to describe the
angle  between the emission and absorption transition moments [65, Fig 7.7]:
cos θE = cos θA cos  + cos Ψ sin θA sin  ,

(2.6)

where θA , θE are the polar angles of the absorption and emission transition
moments, Ψ is the angle between the moments projected onto the x – y-plane,
and  the angle between the transition moments. By taking the square of both
sides and realizing that all values of Ψ are equiprobable, one can derive
1 2
sin  sin2 θA ,
(2.7)
2
under the assumption of an absorption transition moment parallel to z (θA = θ)
the fundamental distribution becomes
1
f0 (θ, ) = cos2  cos2 θ + sin2  sin2 θ .
(2.8)
2
Computation of the fundamental anisotropy r0 results in the well known relation
cos2 θE = cos2  cos2 θA +

2 3 cos2  – 1
.
(2.9)
5
2
The value of  can be derived from measurements of the fundamental anisotropy,
e.g. in a sample with immobilized dye molecules [65].
r0 () =

2.2
2.2.2
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Derivation of the Distribution Function
Influence of Rotational Brownian Motion

The results in the preceding sections are well-established models in the field of
luminescence anisotropy. The following developments aim to extend this existing knowledge for the case of deterministic rotations. For this, a distribution
function with the influence of Brownian motion has to be developed first. In fluid
or gas, suspended particles are subject to random motion due to the interaction
with the surrounding molecules. For the intensity of polarized emission, aspects
of rotational motion are significant.
A population with a random distribution experiences an exponential decay
of anisotropy. This is described by the relation
rbr (, t) =

Izz – Izy
= r0 () · exp(–t/τbr ) ,
Izx + Izy + Izz

(2.10)

with τbr describing the Brownian correlation time of the decay. In most fields
of research the knowledge of τbr is sufficient to capture the molecular dynamics. In the present work, however, the description of the distribution function is
required to compute the individual polarized emission intensities. Several constraints affect the required distribution function:
(i) The initial value is equal to the fundamental distribution,
fbr (θ, , t = 0) = f (θ) = cos2 (θ)
(ii) The final value yields complete isotropy, lim fbr (θ, , t) = const.
t→∞
(iii) The total intensity is independent of Brownian rotation,
Itot = Izx + Izy + Izz = 1
(iv) The total number of excited molecules is constant,
2π
R Rπ
fbr (θ, , t) sin θdθdφ = 4/3π, and
0 0

(v) The distribution should follow a mono-exponential decay exp(–t/τbr ).
Based on these constraints, the distribution function is extended as
1
fbr (θ,  = 0, t) = cos2 θ exp(–t/τbr ) + (1 – exp(–t/τbr )) ,
3
assuming aligned transition moments and


1 2
2
2
2
fbr (θ, , t) = cos  cos θ + sin  sin θ exp(–t/τbr )+
2
1
(1 – exp(–t/τbr ))
3

(2.11)

(2.12)
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for the case with diffing transition moments. Inserting the distributions into the
intensities of equations (2.2) to (2.4), the following well known result emerges
for the temporal evolution of the anisotropy in case  = 0,
2
rbr ( = 0) = exp(–t/τbr ) = r0 ( = 0) exp(–t/τbr ) .
(2.13)
5
2.2.3

Deterministic Rotation of a Population

If a population of molecules is exposed to flow-induced motions, the luminescence anisotropy effect can be described in a deterministic way. If the flow has
a vorticity component, the population should experience a rotation, and thus a
change in the anisotropy should be observable. It will then be necessary to extend
the distribution function to consider deterministic rotations associated with the
flow vorticity. For the following derivation, it is assumed that the phenomena of
rotational Brownian motion and the deterministic rotation are independent. In
the most general case, the vorticity is described as a vector in Cartesian coordinates with three vorticity components. For a three dimensional rotation around
an arbitrary vector the Rodrigues’ rotation formula can be applied. It describes
a three dimensional rotation around a vector in the Cartesian frame




~vrot = ~v cos Θ + ~k × ~v sin Θ + ~k ~k · ~v (1 – cos Θ)
(2.14)
with ~v the vector to be rotated, ~vrot the rotated vector, ~k a unit vector around
which to be rotated and Θ is the angle of rotation. For the present problem, the
rotation vector is defined as
q


~k = 1 ωx ωy ωz T , Ω = ω 2 + ω 2 + ω 2 .
(2.15)
x
y
z
Ω
Here, ωi are the Cartesian vorticity components and Ω is the vorticity magnitude.
Note that the angle of rotation Θ is equal to Ω · t.
For a mathematically comprehensive solution, the Rodrigues’ rotation formula is applied to the coordinates of the distribution function. The vector ~v is
then defined in Cartesian coordinates. For the spherical coordinate θ the following relation can be derived
z
θrot = arccos
rsph


=π – arccos Ω–2 ωz ωx cos (φ) + ωy sin (φ) sin (θ) +



(2.16)
–Ω2 + ωz 2 cos (θ) cos (Ω t)

– sin (θ) Ω ωx sin (φ) – ωy cos (φ) sin (Ω t) –

 
ωx cos (φ) + ωy sin (φ) sin (θ) + cos (θ) ωz ωz ,

2.2
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Figure 2: Define a rotation around x
which results in the distribution function


1 2
2
2
2
fz (θrot , , t) = cos  cos θrot + sin  sin θrot exp(–t/τbr )+
2
1
(1 – exp(–t/τbr )) .
3

(2.17)

It is important to notice that, for deterministic rotations, the distribution function, is not symmetric with respect to z, thus
Itot = Izx + Izy + Izz 6= Izz + 2Izy .

(2.18)

In an experimental setup it is not possible to measure the polarization component in the x-direction. The measured anisotropy thus does not represent the true
anisotropy of the distribution. In the following discussion, the measured anisotropy will be defined as experimental anisotropy, and the described anisotropies
with deterministic rotations are defined as experimental without further mention.
Some simple test cases may confirm the validity of the derived distribution
function. With a rotation around the axis of observation, x, neglecting the Brownian motion, a rotation by π/2 should lead to a change in sign of the anisotropy.
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Figure 3: Rotated distribution by π/2
This definition is depicted in figure 2. This can be shown with the simplified
relation
r(ωx · t = α, ωy = ωz = 0,  = 0, t = 0) =

4 cos2 α 2
– .
5
5

(2.19)

For the case of α = π/2, the achieved experimental anisotropy is –0.4. This
case is depicted in figure 3. In general, it is shown that the simple rotation around
x by the angle α describes the expected values well, e.g., for α = π the anisotropy
returns to its initial value. A similar result can be computed for the case of a
rotation around y
r(ωy · t = α, ωx = ωz = 0,  = 0, t = 0) =

2 cos2 α
.
5

(2.20)

The anisotropy becomes 0 for the case α = π/2. This is expected, since the rotation of the distribution results in a symmetry change of the distribution. It
is initially symmetric with respect to z, but with the rotation by π/2 it becomes
symmetric around the y-axis. Similar to the case of a rotation around x, the initial
anisotropy is recovered by a rotation of π.

2.2
2.2.4
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Derivation of the Distribution Function
Distribution for excitation in x

Until now, the excitation was defined with its electric vector parallel to z. With
the observation in direction of x, this resembles an experimental setup with the
so called L-format. In this setup, a different orientation of the excitation might
provide additional insights into the flow, defined here by an electric vector parallel to the x-axis. The probability distribution of excited molecules cos2 θ is then
rotated by π/2 around y,
fx,rot (θ, φ) = cos2 (π – arccos(sin θ cos φ)) = sin2 θ cos2 φ .

(2.21)

This initial distribution of excitation can then be treated in the same way as
the excitation in z before. The influence of the angle between absorption and
emission is expressed as


1
(2.22)
fx,0 (θ, φ, ) = cos2  sin2 θ cos2 φ + sin2  1 – sin2 θ cos2 φ .
2
Consequently, the distribution influenced by Brownian motion becomes
1
fx,br (θ, φ, , τbr ) = fx,0 (θ, φ, ) · exp(–t/τbr ) + (1 – exp(–t/τbr )) .
3

(2.23)

A derivation of a distribution function fx,rot is possible as well. In this development, it turns out that a rotation of the coordinate system of the intensity signals
leads to a simpler solution. Detailed derivations for this can be found in appendix
B.
Similar to the results in the preceding paragraph, the anisotropy can be computed for some simplified cases. With the use of equations (2.2) to (2.4) the experimental anisotropy for a pure rotation around y becomes
r(ωy · t = α, ωx = ωz = 0,  = 0, t = 0) =

2 sin2 α
.
5

(2.24)

The initial anisotropy is 0 in all cases due to the symmetry of the distribution in
x. After a rotation of π/2, the anisotropy is 2/5 as for the excitation in z. A similar
result can be derived for a rotation around z
r(ωz · t = α, ωx = ωy = 0,  = 0, t = 0) = –

2 sin2 α
.
5

(2.25)

Again, the initial anisotropy is 0. A rotation by π/2 results in –2/5, as for the case
of a rotation around y with excitation in z in equation (2.20). Note that a pure
rotation around x results in an anisotropy of 0 for all cases due to the symmetry
of the distribution.
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Effective Signals
Luminescence Lifetime

Thus far, the expressions for the distribution functions do not consider the deexcitation of a molecule in the distribution. Each molecule in the population
could emit photons indefinitely. In the following, the depletion of excited molecules is introduced with the concept of luminescence lifetime. Over time, the
number of excited molecules will decay exponentially for an excitation time
much shorter than the luminescence lifetime, e.g., by employing a pulsed laser.
The normalized total intensity from the preceding section is given by
Itot = Izx + Izy + Izz = const. = 1

(2.26)

and does not yield a time dependency. Note that the total intensity is assumed
to be constant since a decay is not defined yet and the excited population emits
indefinitely. In addition, the stochastic nature of the emission does not induce a
dependency of the distribution on the luminescence lifetime. As a consequence,
we can define the decay of the intensity independent of the distribution of excited
molecules. For the case of a mono-exponential decay, this leads to the relation


I (t) = I0 exp(–t/τl ) = Izx + Izy + Izz exp(–t/τl ) ,

(2.27)

with τl denoting the luminescence lifetime. The time-dependent component
for each direction must have the same exponential decay with lifetime τl . The
detailed derivations and results for the instantaneous intensity signals can be
found in appendices A and B.
2.3.2

Time-Integrated Signals

In experiments, especially with weak, long-lived phosphorescence, it is usually
impossible to achieve exposure times to justify the assumption of a time-resolved
measurement regarding the flow timescales. Thus, integrated intensity signals
Dij are defined as the integration of the complete decay following a sufficiently
short excitation
Z∞
Dij = Iij (t)dt .
(2.28)
0

In the following paragraphs, the corresponding results for the various intensity signals are presented and are subsequently used for the computation of the
vorticity.

2.3
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Signals without Deterministic Rotations The classical solution for the intensity signals without a deterministic rotation is given by

–3 cos2 τbr + 5τl + 6τbr I0 τl
Dzy,0 =
,
(2.29)
15τl + 15τbr

6 cos2 τbr + 5τl + 3τbr I0 τl
Dzz,0 =
, and
(2.30)
15τl + 15τbr

–3 cos2 τbr + 5τl + 6τbr I0 τl
≡ Dzy,0 .
(2.31)
Dxy,0 = Dxz,0 =
15τl + 15τbr
Signals with Deterministic Rotations The solution of the integrated intensities with deterministic rotations are provided below. Note that for this combination of signals it is only possible to compute the absolute value of the vorticity,
since the vorticity components only occur in quadratic and quartic terms:
h

4
4
2
2
Dxy = – M · –20 Ω τbr – 25 Ω τbr – 5 τl 5 +

12 Ω4 (cos ())2 – 54 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωy 2 – 18 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωz 2 +
54 ωy 4 (cos ())2 + 54 ωy 2 ωz 2 (cos ())2 –

24 Ω4 + 18 Ω2 ωy 2 + 6 Ω2 ωz 2 – 18 ωy 4 – 18 ωy 2 ωz 2 τbr 5 +


2
–54 (cos ()) ωx ωy ωz + 18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 4 +


15 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 – 80 Ω2 + 6 ωz 2 τbr 3 +

 
2
3 (cos ()) – 26 τbr τl 4 +


–54 (cos ())2 ωx ωy ωz + 18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 5 +


30 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 36 (cos ())2 ωz 2 – 85 Ω2 + 12 ωz 2 τbr 4 +



2
2
12 (cos ()) – 54 τbr τl 3 +


15 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 – 30 Ω2 + 6 ωz 2 τbr 5 +



18 (cos ())2 – 56 τbr 3 τl 2 +




i
2
4
2
5
12 (cos ()) – 29 τbr τl + 3 (cos ()) – 6 τbr

(2.32)
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h

Dxz = – M · –20 Ω4 τbr 4 – 25 Ω2 τbr 2 – 5 τl 5 +

12 Ω4 (cos ())2 – 18 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωy 2 – 54 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωz 2 +
54 ωy 2 ωz 2 (cos ())2 + 54 ωz 4 (cos ())2 – 24 Ω4 + 6 Ω2 ωy 2 +

18 Ω2 ωz 2 – 18 ωy 2 ωz 2 – 18 ωz 4 τbr 5 +


54 (cos ())2 ωx ωy ωz – 18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 4 +


15 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 80 Ω2 + 6 ωy 2 τbr 3 +

 
2
3 (cos ()) – 26 τbr τl 4 +


54 (cos ())2 ωx ωy ωz – 18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 5 +


30 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 36 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 85 Ω2 + 12 ωy 2 τbr 4 +



2
2
12 (cos ()) – 54 τbr τl 3 +


15 Ω2 (cos ())2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 30 Ω2 + 6 ωy 2 τbr 5 +



18 (cos ())2 – 56 τbr 3 τl 2 +




i
12 (cos ())2 – 29 τbr 4 τl + 3 (cos ())2 – 6 τbr 5

(2.33)
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Dzy =M ·


h


20 Ω4 τbr 4 + 25 Ω2 τbr 2 + 5 τl 5 +

6 (cos ())2 Ω4 – 18 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωy 2 – 18 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωz 2 +

54 (cos ())2 ωy 2 ωz 2 + 18 Ω4 +
6 Ω2 ωy 2

+ 6 Ω2 ωz 2

– 18 ωy 2 ωz 2



5

τbr + 54 ωx ωy ωz (cos ())2 –



18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 4 +

3 (cos ())2 Ω2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 +

74 Ω2 + 6 ωy 2 + 6 ωz 2 τbr 3 +

 
2
–3 (cos ()) + 26 τbr τl 4 +


54 ωx ωy ωz (cos ())2 – 18 ωx ωy ωz τbr 5 +

6 (cos ())2 Ω2 – 36 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 36 (cos ())2 ωz 2 +

2
2
2
73 Ω + 12 ωy + 12 ωz τbr 4 +



–12 (cos ())2 + 54 τbr 2 τl 3 +

3 (cos ())2 Ω2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωy 2 – 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 +

24 Ω2 + 6 ωy 2 + 6 ωz 2 τbr 5 +



–18 (cos ())2 + 56 τbr 3 τl 2 +




i
2
4
2
5
–12 (cos ()) + 29 τbr τl + –3 (cos ()) + 6 τbr

(2.34)
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h

Dzz =M · 20 Ω4 τbr 4 + 25 Ω2 τbr 2 + 5 τl 5 +

6 (cos ())2 Ω4 – 36 (cos ())2 Ω2 ωz 2 + 54 (cos ())2 ωz 4 +

18 Ω4 + 12 Ω2 ωz 2 – 18 ωz 4 τbr 5 +


12 (cos ())2 Ω2 + 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 + 71 Ω2 – 6 ωz 2 τbr 3 +

 
2
6 (cos ()) + 23 τbr τl 4 +


24 (cos ())2 Ω2 + 36 (cos ())2 ωz 2 + 67 Ω2 – 12 ωz 2 τbr 4 +



2
2
24 (cos ()) + 42 τbr τl 3 +


12 (cos ())2 Ω2 + 18 (cos ())2 ωz 2 + 21 Ω2 – 6 ωz 2 τbr 5 +



36 (cos ())2 + 38 τbr 3 τl 2 +




i
2
4
2
5
24 (cos ()) + 17 τl τbr + 6 (cos ()) + 3 τbr

(2.35)

with
M=

2.3.3



4 Ω4 τbr 4 + 5 Ω2 τbr 2 + 1 τl 5 + 4 Ω4 τbr 5 +



15 Ω2 τbr 3 + 5 τbr τl 4 + 15 Ω2 τbr 4 + 10 τbr 2 τl 3 +


i–1 1
5 Ω2 τbr 5 + 10 τbr 3 τl 2 + 5 τl τbr 4 + τbr 5
· I0 τl
15

h

(2.36)

Steady-State Signals

The derived integrated signals Dij are valid under the assumption of a single
pulse excitation, with the pulse length significantly shorter than the lifetime of
the luminophore. The question arises how this relates to measurements with a
continuous excitation and the resulting steady-state anisotropy. The steady state
anisotropy can be computed as an average of the anisotropy over the intensity
decay
R∞
r(t) · I (t)dt
rss = 0 R ∞
.
(2.37)
I
(t)dt
0

2.3
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This can be rewritten using the individual intensity signals
R ∞ Izz (t)–Izy (t)
· I (t)dt
0
I (t)
R∞
rss =
I (t)dt
R∞ 0
R∞
I
(t)dt
–
Izy (t)dt
zz
R∞ 0
= 0
.
0 I (t)dt

(2.38)
(2.39)

From this relation, it is obvious that the solution for the signals in the steady-state
and single excitation case are equivalent. The experimentally acquired signal will
depend linearly on the exposure time, thus an experimental magnification factor
for the intensities is introduced
R∞
Iij (t) · I (t)dt
,
(2.40)
Iij,ss = ke 0 R ∞
0 I (t)dt
with ke an experimental constant proportional to the exposure time of the camera. Hence numerically, the results for the single shot and steady-state intensity
signals only differ by this experimental constant from reference free results, and
the derivations from the single shot case can be applied.
2.3.4

Sensitivity

From an experimental perspective, the method’s sensitivity range is of interest
because the variation of the signals Dij will have to be larger than the measurement system’s minimal sensitivity. For the presented model with integration
over the complete intensity decay, it is instructive to examine the influence of
the rotational correlation time τbr and the luminescence lifetime τl on the acquired signals.
Rotational correlation time significantly longer than luminescence lifetime (τbr  τl ) In the first case, the luminescence lifetime is the limiting factor
regarding the intensity signal’s achievable contrast. If the vorticity is too high or
low with respect to the lifetime, the acquired signals do not change significantly.
Figure 4 shows the result of the integrated intensity signals at a fixed lifetime,
with the Brownian correlation time much longer than this value. The three vorticity components were set to ωx = ωy = 0.5·ωz . It can be seen that the change in
signal is highest when the product of lifetime and vorticity equals unity. For the
case of ωx · τl → 0, the signals converge to the known results without rotation.
This behavior can be well explained using some simple physical insight. For
the case of ωi · τl  1, the intensity values do not change significantly due to
the slow rate of the deterministic rotation. On the other hand, for the case of
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of integrated signals with vorticity components ωx = ωy =
0.5 · ωz and τbr  τl . Intensities are normalized to Dzz for ωx · τl → 0.
ωi · τl  1 the rotation induces a depolarisation of the signals within in a short
period of time after excitation, which numerically leads to a reduced influence
of the vorticity related terms in the computation of the signals Dij .
Rotational correlation time and luminescence lifetime of same order of
magnitude (τbr ≈ τl ) If the correlation time and the luminescence lifetime
are of the same order of magnitude, the Brownian motion reduces the acquired
signals’ anisotropy. Figure 5 shows the influence of the stochastic process on
the four signals. The vorticity has been chosen ωx = ωy = 0.5 · ωz = τl–1 for
a sufficient sensitivity with respect to the deterministic rotations. A decreasing
Brownian correlation time concerning the luminescence lifetime decreases the
signals’ dynamic range.
Rotational correlation time significantly shorter than luminescence lifetime (τbr  τl ) A continuing decrease of the Brownian correlation time results
in the signals’ anisotropy reducing until complete isotropy is reached, as shown
in figure 5. The fast stochastic rotations of the population make it impossible to
measure the deterministic ones.
For high sensitivity experimental measurements, it is thus preferred to have
a Brownian correlation time significantly longer than the luminescence lifetime
(τbr  τl ) and the inverse luminescence lifetime (ωi ≈ τl–1 ) of the same order of
magnitude as the vorticity.
Experimental consequences Several considerations thus have to be taken
into account regarding the design of experiments. The Brownian correlation
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of integrated signals with ωx = ωy = 0.5 · ωz = τl–1 . Intensities are normalized at τbr /τl → 0.
time should be significantly higher than the luminescence lifetime. This avoids
the depolarization of the signal. The vorticity magnitude should match with the
luminescence lifetime to operate in the region of high sensitivity (ωi · τl ≈ 1).
Note that this consideration is only valid for acquisition over the dye’s complete
lifetime as defined in equation (2.28) and may prove irrelevant to measurements
involving short time exposures.
2.3.5

Analytical solutions for simplified cases

For the full system of polynomial equations of the signals Dij , an analytical solution is not readily available. A set of analytical solutions for certain simplified
cases under constraints can be computed. These can be found in appendix C. Note
that the result for a single component rotation around the axis of observation x
will be validated in chapter 5 with a solid body rotation.

2.4

Numerical Solution of Full Problem

Beyond the simplified analytical cases presented in appendix C, equivalent solutions for a system with three absolute vorticity components and four intensity
signals have yet to be found. The problem can be solved numerically to compute
all three components. Here a minimization approach is presented. This method
iteratively finds the absolute value of the vorticity.
For minimization, an adequate objective function has to be defined. In addition to the sensitivity of this function to a range of different vorticity values,
it is desirable to have a reference-free solution, i.e., only the four intensity signals of the flow condition should be required for the minimization, but not any
reference measurements.
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Definition of the minimization problem

Figure 6 presents various solutions for simplified 1- and 2-component vorticity
cases with a range of magnitudes comparable to the previously presented results
in figures 4 and 5. In all cases invariant signals can be observed. Thus, a suitable
objective function for the minimization problem must account for variations in
the intensity signals. Figure 6 presents the changes in integrated signals for simplified 1- and 2-component vorticity component cases. For example, in figure 6c
for a rotation present in z only the signal Dxy is changed. As a consequence, it is
mandatory that an objective function includes Dxy . Hence an objective function
oz can be defined as


Dxy,exp Dxy,a 2
–
,
(2.41)
oz =
Dzy,exp Dzy,a
with the subscripts exp and a defining the experimentally acquired signals and
the analytical results, respectively. The function is designed such that it is continuous and has its global minimum at 0, making it a suitable candidate for minimization.
Considering the results presented in figure 6, the function o is defined as the
objective for the minimization problem
 

Dzz,exp Dzz,a 2
Dzz,exp Dzz,a 2
–
+
–
+
o=
Dzy,exp Dzy,a
Dxz,exp Dxz,a

 

Dxz,exp Dxz,a 2
Dxy,exp Dxy,a 2
+
,
–
–
Dzy,exp Dzy,a
Dzy,exp Dzy,a


(2.42)

which covers at least one pair of squared fraction differences in figure 6. Thus,
the six described cases can be resolved for optimization.
The presented computation is realized in Python. This toolbox, pyoptivorticity, contains the analytical solution from appendix C, and the minimization
scheme [59]. The minimization is based on the package lmfit in version 1.0.0
[46].
2.4.2

Simulated signal for a turbulent round jet

The minimization approach is applied to a free jet in the self-similar region. The
turbulent round jet is a well-examined flow with its properties detailed in various
textbooks [53]. For example, the jet has been examined both at high Reynolds
numbers [77, 25, 75] and in the transition region at Re = 3000 [1].
In the self-similar region of the jet, the velocity field is well described by a
parametric model [53, 25]. The related mean vorticity can be computed in Cartesian coordinates
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Figure 6: Overview of integrated signals for single component or coupled 2component vorticity. All cases show an insensitivity of at least two signals with
respect to the applied rotation.
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ωx = – yκ (4/3 a – 1/3) z0 2 – 8/3 z (a – 1/4) z0 +



x 2 + y 2 + 4/3 z 2 a – 1/3 z 2 (z – z0 )

ωy =xκ (4/3 a – 1/3) z0 2 – 8/3 z (a – 1/4) z0 +



2
2
2
2
x + y + 4/3 z a – 1/3 z (z – z0 )


(2.43)

(2.44)

ωz =0
κ =3BdUj ·

(2.45)


x 2 + y 2 a + z 2 – 2 zz0 + z0 2


–3

,

(2.46)

with z being the jet’s principal direction and the origin of the coordinate system in the center of the jet at the nozzle exit. Also, Uj is the mean velocity at the
nozzle exit, d is the nozzle diameter, and B, a and z0 are the empirical constants
of the self-similar regime. In general, the parameters were chosen for a weak signal, with a low fundamental anisotropy value of 0.029 and jet exit conditions at
Re = 3000. The Brownian correlation time was chosen to be significantly larger
than the luminescence lifetime. Furthermore, the vorticity values are in the lower
range of the sensitivity range ωi · τl < 0.05. For the empirical parameters of the
self-similar region, the values 5.8, 47, and 4d are chosen, respectively. With the
analytical results, synthetic signals Dij are computed. To each signal, a normally
distributed noise component with a standard deviation of 0.05 % of the intensity
mean was added. This low value of the deviation is set to match the low-intensity
change induced by the vorticity since ωi · τl < 0.05.
Solution in a plane at jet origin In a first analysis, a 2D solution is investigated. The vorticity in the plane y = 0 reduces to the component ωy . For this
setting, the minimization can find the appropriate values, as can be seen in figure 7. For comparison, the figure shows (a) the analytical result of equation (2.44)
and (b) the outcome of the minimization algorithm. It can be seen that the noise
is on the order of the vorticity values. Thus, the algorithm can determine slight
variations in intensity in the sensitivity range ωi · τl < 0.05 if noise of the same
order of magnitude is included. Besides, it can be seen that the selection of the
low anisotropy value 0.029 leads to a noisy result, even with a relatively low
noise level.
Solution of a plane with finite thickness In a second, more elaborate approach, a certain thickness of the flow is analyzed, mimicking a region illuminated by a finite thickness laser sheet. The vorticity is computed in the region
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Figure 7: Comparison for normalized |ωy | · τl in the case of a 2D-measurement
plane (y = 0). (a) The results of the self similar solution (b) the result of the
minimization, with noise applied to the signals.
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Figure 8: Comparison for normalized |ωx | · τl in the case of a illuminated sheet
(–5d ≤ y ≤ 5d). (a) The results of the self similar solution (b) the result of the
minimization, with noise applied to the signals.
of –5d ≤ y ≤ 5d. For this setting, both vorticity components are observable,
though the x component is slightly weaker because the thickness does not cover
the full jet. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the minimum search. The noise is
on the order of magnitude of the vorticity. The algorithm can resolve the vorticity
field, especially for ωx in particular.

2.5

Conclusion

The phenomenon of luminescence anisotropy and its decay due to stochastic
processes is well studied and has numerous scientific applications. The present
work aimed to provide a model of the description of deterministic rotations for
excited populations of luminescent species that exhibit anisotropy in their signal. The distribution functions for the stochastic processes, especially for the
Brownian motion, have been derived. Furthermore, a rotation of the emission
distribution function was introduced and linked to the deterministic rotations in
a flow field caused by local vorticity. Based on this distribution function, the intensity signals, both instantaneous and time-integrated, were derived. Besides,
analytical solutions for simplified 1- and 2-component cases were provided. For
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Figure 9: Comparison for normalized |ωy | · τl in the case of a illuminated sheet
(–5d ≤ y ≤ 5d). (a) The results of the self similar solution (b) the result of the
minimization, with noise applied to the signals.
the fully expanded problem with four intensity signals and three vorticity components, a minimization problem was defined to find the solution numerically.
This minimization approach was then tested for a set of comparatively weak signals assumed to be obtainable from a free round jet at Re = 3000. It was shown
that the results of the minimization agree with the analytical results in the selfsimilar flow regime of the jet for vorticity signals in regions with low sensitivity
considering the luminescence lifetime τl .
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Polarization anisotropy measurements are rarely applied in experimental fluid
dynamics. One notable application is Dual-plane PIV, in which two planes with
different polarization are established [20, 24, 28]. With two cameras, each recording one of the polarized planes, it is possible to resolve the velocity gradients
and compute the vorticity. The method uses the polarization only qualitatively
to distinguish the two laser sheets but does not require intensity-sensitive postprocessing.
In other fields of science, anisotropy measurements are often averaged and
not provided with spatial information. A frequent use of spatial anisotropy information is in the field of Fluorescence Anisotropy Imaging (FAIM) [62, 64].
The method was established in biology and is usually applied in a setup with a
microscope. The anisotropy of a sample is analyzed considering its fluorescence
anisotropy. In contrast to conventional experiments in fluid dynamics, the optics
and calibration procedures used differ significantly. Due to spatial limitations,
the emission is acquired on the same path as the excitation, necessitating more
separation optics. This chapter describes experimental procedures for anisotropy
measurements in the context of experimental fluid dynamics. These considerations pertain to the setup, calibration procedure, and selection of a suitable tracer.

3.1

Requirements for Polarization Measurements

High precision polarization measurements are not common in experimental fluid
dynamics. A crucial requirement is the measurement of highly polarized signals
with low error. The general setup subsection defines a possible configuration,
adapted from existing PIV setups. It is followed by a subsection covering proper
calibration procedures. Besides, the behavior of the optical setup has to be taken
into account. Especially the polarizing efficiency is a crucial parameter. The
subsection on the behavior of the optical system defines a correction procedure
for the acquired signals. In addition, suitable tracers have to be found for such
a setup. Spherical particles have been chosen as potential tracers for two reasons. First, the Brownian rotational motion must be significantly slower than
the expected fluid rotations. Second, the spherical shape supports the assumption that the particles do follow the fluid motion. These particle requirements are
discussed in the last part of this chapter.
In summary, a setup has to fulfill the following specifications
• For 2D measurements with three components of the average absolute vorticity, a pulsed excitation with a laser sheet is sufficient. In principle, an
existing PIV setup can be used.
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• This setup has to be equipped with linear polarizers and waveplates to
manipulate the laser beam’s polarization and to acquire polarized signals
with the camera. Details of a corresponding setup are described in the
chapter 3.2, General Setup.
• For the laser, two different polarization orientations are necessary. The
camera has to acquire two distinct polarizations. These are necessary for
the computation of the absolute vorticity as shown in chapter 2, equations
(2.32) to (2.35).
• The polarizers have to be aligned properly. The procedure is described in
chapter 3.3, Calibration of Polarizers.
• The acquired signals have to be corrected for the spatial variations in polarizer efficiencies. This correction is realized with the G-factor, as discussed
in chapter 3.4, Behaviour of Optical System.

3.2

General Setup

A general description of the setup is provided here and adapted for the respective
experiments later. The light source is a Continuum Surelite I PIV-lite laser with
a custom optical setup, operating at the third harmonic of 355 nm. The third harmonic is generated with a Continuum THG-PL9K. This third harmonic generator
is designed for a dual output of the second harmonic at 532 nm and the third at
355 nm. Hence, two Thorlabs HBSY134 harmonic beamsplitters are inserted into
the beam path, one inside the laser casing and the second outside, reflecting the
third harmonic and collecting the second harmonic in beam dumps (not shown
in figure 10).
The general setup can be found in figure 10. For attenuation of the beam, an
Eksma 460-4240 Nd:YAG Zero Order λ/2 waveplate (WP1) is used. With a change
in polarization orientation, it is possible to attenuate the laser beam with the
beam polarizer (PL). The polarization of the beam is then controlled with a Thorlabs GLB10 Glan-Laser alpha-BBO Polarizer (PL). For the anisotropy measurements, two different orientations are required from the excitation source. Hence
a Thorlabs WPH05M-355 zero-order λ/2 waveplate (WP2) is used to change the
laser polarization from vertical to horizontal without changing anything else in
the setup. Next, an iLA LSO mini light-sheet optic is used to shape the beam
into a light sheet. The design wavelength of the sheet optic is at 532 nm, and an
attenuation of ≈ 0.4 at the experiments’ 355 nm wavelength is expected. It is
usually focused on the test section. An image of the excitation line can be found
in figure 11.
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Figure 10: Experimental setup for anisotropy measurements. The light’s polarization is defined by the polarizer (PL). The pulse energy can be attenuated in
combination with the first λ/2 waveplate (WP1). A second waveplate (WP2) can
be inserted and alters the polarization direction by 90°. A laser sheet optic is used
to create a light sheet in the test section. The camera is equipped with a series
of filters (Fi ) to attenuate scattered laser light and other fluorescence from unwanted sources. The OptoSplit is operated with a linear polarizing beamsplitter
cube (PBC), dividing the signal into a perpendicular and parallel signals (Ik , I⊥ ).
These signals are projected onto separate regions the camera chip. The reflected
beam (Ik ) yields only a low degree of polarization. Thus, a cleanup polarizer (CP)
is added.
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Figure 11: Close-up of the excitation section. The laser beam enters the setup at
the lower-left corner of the setup. It is guided through the attenuation waveplate
(WP1), the linear polarizer (PL), the optional waveplate (WP2), and the sheet
optics. In this case, a cuvette is placed in the observation volume.

3.3

Calibration of Polarizers
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On the emission side, a Nikon Af Mikron Nikor 105 mm objective is used in
combination with filters (Fi ), which are described in each experiment. Between
the camera and the objective, a Cairn Research OptoSplit II Bypass is mounted.
This device separates the signal in its polarization components and projects them
onto different camera sensor parts. The OptoSplit is equipped with a Thorlabs
PBS251 polarizing beamsplitter cube (PBC). Since the reflected beam only provides a poorly polarized signal with a contrast of 1:20 to 1:100, an additional
cleanup polarizer (CP) is inserted into the beam path.

3.3

Calibration of Polarizers

Excitation Side For the rotational alignment of the optical components along
the excitation line, a Thorlabs GL10-A Glan-Laser Calcite polarizer with a 350 nm
to 700 nm anti-reflection coating is positioned in the beam path. This optical
element is placed on a rail carriage to ensure that it is aligned to the optical
table. It is oriented in the laser beam polarization’s principal direction, vertical
to the optical table. Laser pulse energy is measured with a Coherent Labmaster
LM-P5 pyroelectric sensor attached to a Coherent Labmaster Ultima laser energy
meter. The laser polarizer (PL) is rotated until the measured pulse energy is at its
maximum. A uniform target (white paper) is illuminated for the investigation of
the minimum pulse energy. With a polarizer rotated by 90°, the orientation of the
polarizer is slightly changed until the observed intensity reaches its minimum.
The orientation of the laser polarization waveplate (WP2) is calibrated with
the same additional polarizer, which is placed behind the WP2 but rotated by 90°
to PL. The waveplate is then rotated until the maximum pulse energy is measured
on the energy meter. The polarizer is rotated by 90°. For a precise adjustment, the
polarizers’ orientation is changed until the minimum laser power is observable
on a white paper target.
Emission Side The Cairn OptiSplit II Bypass can separate the incoming image into two signals, depending on the optics used. In this work, a polarizing
beamsplitter cube is inserted for the separation. The cube has a fixed setting and
cannot be calibrated. The cleanup polarizer (CP) is calibrated externally with a
light source and an additional rectangular polarization filter. The CP is adjusted
until the minimum transmission of the light source is found. An important calibration step is the alignment of the images on the camera sensor. Due to thermal
changes, the alignment has to be checked regularly. As controlled using a Python
script, an image is acquired under ambient illumination of the current setup, including a printed pattern added to provide a sufficient number of identifiable
features. The displacement of the images is then computed with OpenPIV applying a sub-pixel interpolation [41]. This computation is automated, enabling a
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real-time adjustment of the image splitter. The calibration is accepted when the
displacement is below 0.2 pixel in both directions.

3.4

Behaviour of the Optical System

Since no prior experimental expertise with polarized measurements with such
specific alignments in the field of fluid dynamics is documented, some studies on
the behavior of the optical system are conducted and reported here.
G-factor On the emission side, the polarizers’ efficiencies have to be taken into
account for the correct computation of the anisotropy. The G-factor represents
these. In the literature, classical approaches for anisotropy measurements are
the L and the T-format [37, pp.361-364]. The letters symbolize the beam path.
For example, the L-format is defined by the excitation and observation being at a
right angle and the test section in the letter’s corner, forming an L. The emission
polarizer has to be rotated in order to acquire the different polarization signals. In
contrast, the T-format observes the sample from opposite sides, forming a T and
enabling a simultaneous measurement. In the present work, the measurement
can be regarded as a mixture of the two, observing in L-format but acquiring
both components simultaneously as in the T-format.
While measurements are aligned as in the L-format, two separate polarizers
are used in the setup. A schematic overview can be found in figure 12. Each
polarization channel has an efficiency Si . The respective intensities depending
on the polarization orientation of the excitation laser light are given by
Sk
IHV Sk · I⊥
=
=
G
IHH S⊥ · I⊥ S⊥
Ik
IVV 1 IVV IHH
· =
= ,
IVH G IVH IHV I⊥

and

(3.1)
(3.2)

with Si the polarization efficiency in i, G the G-factor and Iij the experimental
intensity signal with excitation in i and emission in j.
As with the T-format, there are two possibilities to correct the anisotropy for
the efficiencies:
r=

Ik /I⊥ – 1

Ik /I⊥ + 2
I – GIVH
= VV
.
IVV + 2GIVH

(3.3)
(3.4)
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Figure 12: Principal polarizer alignment for G-factor computation. Each polarization channel has a unique efficiency. With a horizontal polarization, the intensities without the influence of the polarizers are supposed to be equal.
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Figure 13: G-factor for different exposure times. The gradients are due to imperfections and vignetting of the optical system.
The advantage of the G-factor used in (3.4) is its independent of the degree of
anisotropy. This can be used for the correction and computation of intensity relations only by correction of the horizontal component in contrast to the relative
correction in (3.3).
Furthermore, the camera’s efficiencies and behavior have to be taken into
account, necessitating the use of a spatially resolved G-factor. In this work, the
correction with G-factor is used implicitly and without further discussion in the
upcoming sections, applying it to the horizontally polarized images.
Influence of Exposure Settings The influence of the exposure time on the
G-factor computation is analyzed. Images are taken with different exposure settings to mimic different levels in intensity in real experiments. A PCO Sensicam
qe cooled Charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is used for acquisition without
additional filters on the emission side. A ground glass with green paper attached
to the back, mimicking the spectrum of a green-emitting dye, is used together
with a white light source for illumination. Hence an unpolarized signal is expected. Three different exposure times, 75 ms, 150 ms and 300 ms, are chosen to
achieve different saturation levels of the CCD sensor.
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Figure 14: Anisotropy field depending on laser focus. The laser sheet is focused
(a) in the center (b) before and (c) after the cuvette in direction of laser propagation.
Spatially resolved results for three exposure times can be found in figure 13.
Visually, the G-factor does not seem to change. The mean values for 75 ms, 150 ms
and 300 ms are 0.723 ± 0.021, 0.721 ± 0.006 and 0.720 ± 0.004, respectively. The
results are equivalent to within the measurement errors.
In each setup, the G-factor is determined with the same parameters as the
anisotropy experiment to minimize the error. Especially for small anisotropy
values, which is the case for the Eu(III) particles introduced in the next section,
a precise correction is crucial for a satisfying result.
Focus of Laser Sheet During some anisotropy experiments, a slight gradient
of anisotropy in direction of laser propagation is observed. One possible reason,
apart from an incorrect G-factor correction, might be the influence of the laser
sheet on the anisotropy.
The laser sheet optics used can be focused on a particular line. Hence the
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anisotropy with different laser focus lines is examined. An Andor iStar scientific Complementary Metal–Oxide Semiconductor (sCMOS) camera is used with
filters Schott GG435 lowpass and Salvo Technologies 2021OFS-643 643 nm edge
filter to avoid scattering of laser light and fluorescence from the sample. A delay
of 200 ns after excitation is inserted before the acquisition. Two excitations are
integrated-on-chip for a sufficient intensity signal. A cuvette with a Spherotech
Sphero EUP-025-5 Europium Polystyrene particles in Deionized (DI) suspension
with a concentration of 0.015 mg/ml is excited. The laser sheet is focused before,
inside, and after the cuvette, and 100 images are taken per experiment.
Results of the spatial anisotropy can be found in figure 14. No apparent
change in the anisotropy field can be observed. Thus the change in anisotropy
must have a different origin.

3.5

Particles

So far, the question of the actual tracer used has not been discussed in detail. At
first glance, a solution of dye in a liquid seems a reasonable approach. However,
molecules in solution cannot be used directly for several reasons.
The Brownian correlation time is on the order of nanoseconds for molecules,
which is too fast for most of the known flow regimes to acquire a good signal. The
rotation information is lost due to the immediate decorrelation by this stochastic
process. Furthermore, the assumption of continuum mechanics does not hold
on a molecular scale. From the irregular shape of molecules, one might expect
an anisotropic response to the flow. Thus it follows that spherical particles with
a diameter sufficiently large enough to eliminate Brownian motion are required
for measurements of fluid rotations. In principle, the particles might be of a size
to detect them individually as in PIV or PTV. A problem would arise for the correct computation of intensity since such a particle would cover several pixels,
most of them only partially. This analysis would require complicated processing
of the effective intensity signal from each particle. As a consequence, nanoparticles are used to avoid such post-processing problems. Another advantage is the
minimization of single-particle errors since a larger population is acquired per
pixel of the camera in the presented setup.
Only a few dyes and suppliers are available for particles with suitably long
lifetimes. The commonly used particles in PIV and PTV stained with xanthene
dyes are examined in the next chapter, but the short phosphorescent lifetime
ultimately renders them unsuitable for most low-speed flows.
Polystyrene (PS) particles with the lanthanide Europium in its oxidation state
+3, incorporated in the polymer matrix, are commonly used and commercially
available. The group of lanthanides exhibits slow emission rates, resulting in
longer lifetimes. Since the absorption of the lanthanides is weak, they are ex-
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Figure 15: Lifetime of Eu(III) particles. Averaged measurements with their respective standard error (magnified by 10) and a fit for a mono-exponential decay.
cited in the form of metal-ligand complexes [38, pp.87-88]. The delayed fluorescence of these complexes has previously been applied for time-gated detection
in immunoassays [23].
In what follows, we present and validate the characteristics of the selected
particles. A novel development by Spherotech, the Sphero EUP-025-5 Europium
PS particles, incorporates such an Eu(III)-ligand complex and is used in this work.
Lifetime The setup as used is described in section 3.2. In the test section, a
Portmann Instruments UQ-204 quartz cuvette with a volume of 3.5 ml and a slice
thickness of 10 mm is used. An Andor iStar camera with sCMOS sensor is set
for gated and delayed acquisitions after excitation. Two filters, a Schott GG435
lowpass and a Salvo Technologies 2021OFS-643 643 nm edge filter, are placed in
front of the camera to avoid the recording of scattering and fluorescence signals.
The OptoSplit is set to bypass mode, effectively transmitting the image without
splitting. Two acquisitions are integrated on-chip for a sufficiently high intensity
level. The exposure time is set to 30 ms, assuming an acquisition of the complete
intensity signal per decay. Sequentially, 100 images are acquired at increasing
delays between excitation and acquisition. The light sheet traverses the cuvette
sample without touching the liquid surface or the cuvette bottom to avoid depolarization due to reflection and scattering.
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For the determination of the lifetime, a simple one-exponential relation is
fitted to the background-subtracted data
Iτ (t) = Iτ ,0 exp(–t/τl ) + Iτ ,res .

(3.5)

The data are fitted with the Python package lmfit [46] and results of the averaged data with standard error and the fit can be found in figure 15. Note that
the standard error is scaled by a factor of 10. The result of the lifetime τl is
(248.2 ± 1.7) µs. A fit with a two-exponential function does not yield a second
lifetime and corresponding results are not shown here. The relevant data are
available in a separate repository [58].
Fluorescence Spectrum Acquisitions with the Andor iStar can be conducted
in a gated fashion, starting the acquisition at select times after the excitation. This
delay avoids the capture of scattered laser light and unwanted luminescence, e.g.,
the short-lived fluorescence from the dye’s host polymer matrix. Such a procedure is not possible with the PCO Sensicam qe, the second camera utilized in
this work for anisotropy analysis. In a configuration with the integration of several signals on-the-chip, the complete luminescence reaches the CCD during the
exposure time during acquisition, including the scattered laser light and fluorescence from unintended sources. Thus, an examination of the spectra is required
to apply sufficient filtering for accumulated measurements with the Sensicam.
A Thorlabs CCS200 spectrometer is used for the acquisition of the spectra. The
spectrometer is mounted to a cuvette holder, and the excitation source is the Continuum Surelite laser. Cuvettes with the Spherotech Eu(III) particles and plain PS
particles, Micromod micromer 01-00-102 with a diameter of 100 nm, with a concentration of 0.015 mg/ml are prepared. The integration time of the spectrometer
is set to 10 s for a sufficient signal. Figure 16 shows the results for the two measurements. Note that the measurements are not calibrated but scaled by their
355 nm laser excitation peak for comparison. A clear peak near 610 nm to 630 nm
can be observed from the delayed fluorescence of the Europium. Otherwise, no
clear peaks are perceptible. Referring to information from Spherotech, a fluorescence peak is expected above 700 nm for the PS particles. The spectrometer used
is not suitable for such a measurement due to the material used in the lenses.
In conclusion, a longpass filter is used to reject the laser light and an bandpass
filter to suppress potentially occurring fluorescence from PS even though it is
not observable in the present results.
Shape and Size Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) measurements are conducted in cooperation with the ScopeM center of ETH Zurich. A droplet of a
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Figure 16: Spectra of PS particles and stained with Eu(III). Note that the PS spectrum is manually scaled to the laser excitation peak at 355 nm.
50-times thinned stock solution from Spherotech Sphero EUP-025-5 particles is
placed on a silica wafer. The sample is stored until it is air-dried. Afterwards, it
is coated with a platinum layer with a thickness of 5 nm. For the acquisition of
images, a Hitachi SU5000 SEM is used.
Figure 17 shows the results of such measurements. It can be seen that the
shape of the particles is spherical. A variation in diameter is observable and
an expected deviation due to the production procedure. The mean diameter is
380 nm according to the supplier. The standard deviation in diameter should not
influence measurement results since the signal of a larger population is averaged
per pixel.
Concentration and Influence of Scattering Scattering of the laser light and
the resulting depolarization of the signal must be considered in the experiments.
The diameter of the Spherotech particles is 380 nm, while the laser wavelength
is at 355 nm. The emission light is expected around 600 nm to 650 nm. Thus the
particle-light-interaction is expected to be in the Mie scattering regime. On the
one hand, the limiting factor in terms of the lowest particle concentration is the
intensity, which must be sufficiently high for anisotropy computation. With a
decreasing signal, the error is expected to increase. On the other hand, a higher
concentration of particles results in a higher degree of interaction with the photons, effectively depolarizing the signal. The goal of the study is to compare
the anisotropy depending on the particle concentration. For the experiment, a
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(a) SEM image of a larger cluster of nanoparticles

(b) A small cluster of particles with diameter labels

Figure 17: SEM images of Eu(III)-nanoparticles
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Figure 18: Mean anisotropy and standard error in dependence of particle concentration
PCO Sensicam qe with a Schott KV550 longpass filter and a Salvo Technologies
2021OFS-643 643 nm edge filter is used. Five images are acquired with an exposure time of 12 seconds, accumulating 120 decays at a laser frequency of 10 Hz.
The exposure time was chosen such that at the lowest concentration the signal
is still detectable by the camera.
A cuvette with a sample of 3 ml DI water and Eu(III) particles is prepared. The
concentration is varied from 0.005 mg/ml to 0.035 mg/ml. First, the sample is prepared with the lowest concentration. After each measurement, more suspension
from the stock solution is added to the cuvette to increase the total concentration. The resulting images are background subtracted and G-factor corrected
before computation of the anisotropy. A mean value is computed from within
the laser-illuminated region.
Results can be found in figure 18. Two trends are observable. On the one
hand, a decrease of the mean anisotropy with increasing concentration can be
seen. This decrease is thought to be a direct effect of Mie scattering. On the other
hand, the standard error is decreasing as well. The measurements at 0.005 mg/ml
and 0.01 mg/ml show an especially high level of error. This error can be explained
by the low signal intensities for these measurements, resulting in a high error of
the anisotropy estimate. Within the range of experimental limitations, concentrations between 0.01 mg/ml to 0.02 mg/ml have been chosen for flow experiments. Crucially, in this range of concentration, a single-shot acquisition with
the Andor iStar is possible. An in-depth analysis of the Mie scattering might be
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useful but is not covered in this work. Data are available in a separate repository
[58].
Fundamental Anisotropy Another crucial luminescent property of the particles is their fundamental anisotropy. Due to the influence of rotational Brownian
motion, the particles are examined in an immobilized state. For this, a sample of
Spherotech Europium particles with Agar Agar is prepared. 10 mg Agar Agar is
mixed with 10 ml DI water in a beaker. The mixture is heated under continuous
stirring until the boiling point. The boiling is maintained for 3 min, the beaker removed and left for 10 min to cool down the mixture. A 3.5 ml cuvette is prepared
with 5 µL from the Eu(III) stock solution and 3 ml of the Agar gel added. The
suspension is stored for 60 min at 5 ◦C to 10 ◦C. The final particle concentration
is 0.02 mg/ml.
A PCO Sensicam qe with a Schott KV550 highpass and a Salvo Technologies
2021OFS-643 643 nm edge filter is used for acquisition. The exposure time is
set to 6 s. With a laser pulse frequency of 10 Hz, each of the five acquired images
accumulates 60 excitations for a sufficient intensity signal. The individual images
are background subtracted and G-factor corrected with images taken with the
same experimental settings. A reference measurement with pure Agar Agar does
yield a barely observable signal.
The result of the anisotropy can be found in figure 19 (left) with the corresponding standard error (right). The direction of laser propagation is from right
to left. A certain noise level is observable in the results. The illumination region is distinguishable by its higher level of anisotropy, with the mean value at
0.0241 ± 0.0098. The standard error and the noise level in anisotropy are above
10 %. A conservative approach is chosen for the standard error, defining the number of independent experiments as the number of acquisitions. It neglects the
accumulation per image, which would be problematic to use as a measure for
an independent experiment due to the unique readout noise per image. Besides,
a problem arises due to the overall anisotropy value. Since it is defined as the
difference of the polarization components in the nominator, small values for the
anisotropy have a potentially higher relative standard error. Thus, it indicates
that in the flow experiments, the number of acquisitions has to be chosen to be
significantly larger due to the low anisotropy. Data are available in a separate
repository [58].
Bleaching An important insight from experiments with Eu(III) is their susceptibility to photodegradation. If the intensity of the signals between measurements does change, the comparison of them becomes more difficult. For analysis,
the data from the fundamental anisotropy measurements are used. The Eu(III)
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Figure 19: Eu(III) particles immobilized in Agar Agar. The spatially resolved
anisotropy is shown (left) with the respective standard error (right). The sample is excited with a light sheet propagating from right to left.
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Figure 20: Relative intensity depending on number of laser shots
particles immobilized in Agar Agar provide a worst-case scenario since for each
laser shot, the same molecules are assumed to be excited.
The images are background subtracted, and the total intensity is computed
with the definition from anisotropy Itot = Ik + 2I⊥ and normalized with the initial
value. The mean intensity values are computed from the excited regions, and in
figure 20 are plotted against the number of excitations. After 300 excitations,
which corresponds to 30 s of experiment time, a decrease to 0.96 of the initial
intensity value is observable. A brief example should emphasize the influence of
this slight photobleaching on the anisotropy computation.
It is assumed that two intensity signals of consecutive experiments are to be
compared to compute the anisotropy. For a measurement with horizontal excitation, the anisotropy is expected to be 0, and the intensity signals equal. Due to
photobleaching, the second measurement should have a reduced intensity by 4 %.
If the excitation is in the horizontal plane, the anisotropy should be zero. With
the bleaching influence the experimental anisotropy becomes for the generic decrease in intensity
rbl =

I – 0.96I
= 0.0137 .
I + 2 · 0.96I

(3.6)

For dyes with low anisotropies, such as the Eu(III) used, the error due to photobleaching is of the order of magnitude of the signal even for small decreases
in intensity. Thus, it follows that for the objective function as defined in chapter 2, only simultaneously recorded intensity fractions can be used, effectively
canceling out the effect of photobleaching.
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Conclusion

The presented experimental considerations detail the prerequisites for polarization measurements in fluid flows. The configuration is based on a PIV system for
2D measurements. This system is extended with polarizers to condition the laser
pulse and enables the simultaneous acquisition of two different polarization signals with the camera. Furthermore, the alignment of the polarizers is described,
ensuring a high degree of polarization. Also, the behavior of the optical system
is analyzed. A crucial parameter for the computation is the correction with the
G-factor. This is necessary due to the spatial variations in polarizer efficiencies.
Commercially available particles with Europium(III) are selected as tracers. The
Brownian correlation time of the particles is significantly higher than the luminescent lifetime. Thus, a decorrelation of the signal due to Brownian rotational
motion is largely avoided. The spherical shape justifies the assumption that the
particles follow the flow’s rotation.
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In the field of PIV, stained Rhodamine B particles are commonly used [54]. For
the novel measurement method to be easily applied, it would be convenient to
have phosphorescent particles that could be used in an existing PIV setup with
only minor modifications. Rhodamine B (RB) and other species of the xanthene
group like Eosin Y (EY) and Erythrosine B (EB) exhibit phosphorescence at different levels of efficiency [49, 14, 7]. In the case of EY and EB, the heavy ions
bromine and iodine enable a higher phosphorescent quantum yield compared to
RB. Also, xanthene dyes can form supramolecular complexes with cyclodextrins
(CD), potentially altering their luminescent properties. Khurana et al. incorporated RB in Sulfobutylether-β-Cyclodextrin (SbCD) and observed a reduced
photodegradation of the dye [34].

4.1

Objective

The optical properties of the three dyes in question were previously investigated
under special laboratory conditions: for example, in an ethanol solution, in the
absence of oxygen, and at temperatures well below ambient. For experiments in
fluid dynamics, the dye has to perform in solutions with oxygen present and at
ambient temperature. In this case, which reflects the most common experimental conditions in fluid mechanics, the phosphorescence lifetime and a sufficient
intensity signal are essential. To a secondary degree, the fundamental anisotropy of the dyes is of interest. Lifetime and anisotropy are to be examined for
both the dye in solution and embedded in particles. Besides, the influence of the
supramolecular structure with SbCD on the optical properties is investigated.

4.2

Methods

Solutions of the dyes, as well as stained nanoparticles, are analyzed. For the
solution, Rhodamine B (Sigma-Aldrich, R6626, CAS: 81-88-9), Eosin Y (SigmaAldrich, E4382, CAS: 17372-87-1), Erythrosine B (Sigma-Aldrich, 198269, CAS:
16423-68-0) and SbCD (MedChem Express, CAS 182410-00-0) were used without further purification. Polystyrene nanoparticles were purchased from micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH (Rostock, Germany), stained with RB (30-00-102,
250 nm) and custom made EY (14-00-102, 100 nm). In addition, EY stained PMMA
nanoparticles were produced in-house according to [3] in variation EY4 with a
diameter of 300 nm. The solutions have a concentration of 10 µmol/l of dye and
2 mmol/l SbCD. The suspensions have a particle concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. A
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RB + N2
RB
EY + N2
EY
EB + N2
EB

XANTHENE PARTICLES

I1 (a.u.)

I2 (a.u.)

τ1 (ns)

τ2 (ns)

699
276
118
78
18
10

372
229
82
89
11
9

129
94
114
87
125
134

580
441
553
421
734
862

Table 1: Fits of the lifetime analysis for solutions. Intensity values are normalized
to the smallest value.
schematic of the setup is presented in figure 10. A New Wave Research Solo PIV
120 Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 100 mJ, 5 ns) is used for excitation of the samples. The
laser beam is expanded to a sheet, and polarization is achieved by a Glan - Taylor
Polarizer (Thorlabs, SM1PM10). On the emission side, the signal is filtered with
a Schott OG550 longpass filter. A Cairn Research OptoSplit II Bypass is mounted
on an intensified camera (PCO dicam pro). For the lifetime measurements, the
OptoSplit is set to bypass mode. A Stanford DG535 delay generator is used for
timing the acquisitions.

4.3

Results

The results of the lifetime measurements are best approximated with a twoexponential decay model. The results for the solutions without SbCD can be
found in table 1. The entries with N2 were flushed with nitrogen for 30 minutes before measurement. Measurements with added SbCD are not presented
but resulted in no change in lifetimes.
For the particles the results can be found in table 2 and figure 21. Note that
the normalized intensity values cannot be directly be compared to table 1.
For the anisotropy, one exemplary result is presented. Further anisotropy
measurements were not pursued due to the limiting lifetimes for fluid dynamical
experiments. The spatially resolved, uncorrected anisotropy of EY4 can be found
in figure 22.

4.4

Discussions

The results show a successful measurement of the long-lived luminescence, the
delayed fluorescence, and the phosphorescence. Overall, the intensity signals
and the quantum yield are low, with multiple integrations on the sensor necessary for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The presence of oxygen leads to a
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micromod RB + N2
micromod RB
micromod EY + N2
micromod EY
EY4 + N2
EY4

I1 (a.u.)

I2 (a.u.)

τ1 (ns)

τ2 (ns)

47
40
7
7
3
3

36
37
7
7
2
2

108
100
125
112
143
126

533
492
630
545
692
553

Table 2: Fits of the lifetime analysis for nanoparticles. Intensity values are normalized to the smallest value.

micromod RB
micromod RB + N2
micromod EY
micromod EY + N2
EY4
EY4 + N2

Intensity [a.u.]

1.6 × 102
1.4 × 102
1.2 × 102
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Figure 21: Semi-logarithmic plot of particle emission lifetime (dots) and the respective fits (lines)
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Figure 22: Spatially resolved anisotropy of EY4 in a 3.5 mL cuvette
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quenching of luminescence. In contrast, the application of SbCD does not result in a measurable change in the optical properties, indicating that no complex
with the dye has been formed and quenching persists. In all cases, the emission lifetimes are in the sub-microsecond range. The low quantum yield of EB is
remarkable, even though it also exhibits the longest lifetimes.

4.5

Conclusions

The lifetimes of the dyes remain below 1 µs. The sensitivity of the method relies
on this lifetime being comparable to or longer than the inverse of the vorticity,
which results in measurable vorticities of magnitude 1 × 106 s to 1 × 108 s. For
slower flow regimes, the dyes are not suitable. Even in cuvettes flushed with
nitrogen, the lifetimes and quantum yields only increase slightly and stay well
below the values for ideal lab conditions. Furthermore, the formation of a supramolecule does not appear to influence the optical properties, indicating a continued interaction of the dye with its environment.
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Validation with a Solid Body Rotation

The presented theoretical framework for deterministic rotations in chapter 2 is
rather complex. Thus, it is desirable to establish a simple rotational experiment
for a comparison with the model. Conceptually, a solid body rotation is an easy
possibility to both realize experimentally and validate theoretically. On the one
hand, the defined rotation makes the computation of expected outcomes easier.
On the other hand, a fixed sample rotation may provide data on the principal
sensitivity of the setup for the proposed method of anisotropy.
The anisotropy for a single rotation around the axis of observation x according to the model in chapter 2 has to be computed. For this, the result for the
integrated intensity signals are used to compute the anisotropy. In general, a
rotation only around x and a fixed sample without Brownian movement are assumed, simplifying the anisotropy computation with ωy = ωz = 0 to
lim r(ωx , ωy = ωz = 0, , t) =

τbr →∞

3 cos()2 – 1
.
5 + 6 cos()2 τl2 ωx2 + 18ωx2 τl2

(5.1)

As expected, this relation only involves the fundamental anisotropy at rest, represented by the dipole transition angle , the phosphorescent lifetime τl and the
vorticity component ωx .
As for the experiment, a transparent solid sample of the Spherotech Eu(III)
nanoparticles is placed on the face of the rotating shaft of a DC electric motor.
With this setup, the motor speed corresponds to the angular velocity in a defined
manner, and it is possible to observe the intensity signal from the particles.

5.1

Sample Preparation

A Celeroton CC75-500 frequency converter combined with a Celeroton CM-2500 motor is used for the sample’s motion. The shaft is extended with an aluminum cylinder of 6 mm in diameter. The cylinder’s face has a centered borehole
of 1 mm diameter, and the surface is machined to retain a certain roughness.
These two measures are taken to ensure the sample remains attached to the surface even at high rotational speeds.
A sample of 1 g PVA in 10 ml of DI water is prepared. The mixture is gently
heated and stirred at 80 ◦C until the PVA is completely dissolved. A 3 ml sample
of the PVA-water mixture is extracted and 10 µL from the Europium(III) stock
solution by Spherotec is added. The suspension is stored overnight in an unsealed
cuvette for the water content to reduce. The cylindrical endplate’s front face is
coated with a drop, and the sample is dried overnight. The resulting solid drop is
transparent but has an uneven surface due to surface tension and inhomogeneous
drying. An image of the motor with the sample can be found in figure 23.
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Figure 23: Motor with the prepared sample. The sample, a dried Polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) emulsion with Eu(III) particles, is placed on the cylindric endplate’s front
face. The observable inhomogeneous surface of the sample leads to anisotropy
variations in the results.

5.2
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Experiment
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Experiment

The principal setup is described in detail in section 3.2 and figure 10. In the test
section, the motor is placed such that the shaft front with the droplet is pointing
towards the acquisition system, and the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the
direction of laser beam propagation. The shaft is aligned such that the laser sheet
illuminates the droplet completely in a cross-section.
An Andor iStar camera with a sCMOS sensor is used for acquisition. Two
filters are placed in front of the camera, a Schott GG435 longpass and a Salvo
Technologies 2021OFS-643 643 nm edge filter, to protect the camera against potential laser scattering and fluorescence. A delay of 200 ns after excitation and
before the acquisition of the full luminescence decay is inserted. Two consecutive decays are integrated-on-chip for a sufficient intensity signal.
Measurements at rest as well as for several rotational speeds are examined.
For these, only one image is acquired at a certain speed, and the speed increased
subsequently. After the highest motor speed is reached, the acquisition procedure is started again with the lowest one, avoiding a systematic bleaching effect
on the measurements. The motor speeds match the sensitivity range τl · ω ≈ 1,
corresponding approximately to a rotational angle of π/4. It results in a fraction of the integrated signal of 1/e. For each set, 100 images are acquired and
processed. The data can be found in a data repository [60].

5.3

Results

A result for the spatially resolved anisotropy at rest can be found in figure 24. It is
a cropped image of the droplet, with outer regions identifiable with the decrease
of anisotropy.
The anisotropy exhibits spatial variations. It has to be noted that the uneven
surface of the droplet influences the computation of the G-factor. The surface
can be seen in figure 23. This topology leads to global patterns even in averaged
images of rotations. In addition, the phosphorescence emission is reflected from
the aluminum hub, influencing the signal further.
Figure 25 presents the results for spatial anisotropy at different motor speeds.
A circular region in the center of the droplet is chosen for the computation because the droplet boundary is highly variable. A similar pattern is observable
in all images. This pattern is attributed to the influence of the G-factor, which
reflects the changes in polarization due to the uneven droplet surface. With increasing speed, a decrease of anisotropy in the regions with positive anisotropy is
observable. The regions with negative anisotropies are not polarized to the same
degree as the positive ones, indicating the G-factor’s influence in these regions,
as argued for the resting probe.
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Figure 24: Fundamental anisotropy of a dried droplet from PVA and Eu(III) without rotation
The anisotropy maps for the solid body rotation all exhibit a specific pattern
independent of motor speed. There are both minima and maxima in anisotropy
that are not expected in terms of solid body rotation. They are attributed to
errors in the G-factor correction due to reflections, which alter the anisotropy
in a deterministic fashion. It is thus instructive to compute the difference of
anisotropy maps to cancel out these effects.
Figure 26 shows the results for a difference computation with the reference
speed at 1000 rpm. The residual patterns are not observable anymore, while the
decrease in anisotropy can be seen. Even though a linear operation, the subtraction shows a clear trend in the anisotropy decrease with increasing motor
speed.
The anisotropy fields in figure 26 are averaged and the standard error computed. An extended version of (5.1) with a subtraction of the reference anisotropy
is given by
rrpm =
–

2 · (3 cos()2 – 1)
5 + 6 cos()2 τl2 ωx2 + 18ωx2 τl2

2 · (3 cos()2 – 1)
.
2
2
5 + 6 cos()2 τl2 ωx,ref
+ 18ωx,ref
τl2

(5.2)

The function is fitted with lmfit to the data with ωx,ref chosen to be at the
first motor speed of 1000 rpm [46]. The vorticity is computed with the motor
frequency fm for a solid body rotation as ωx = 2 · 2π · fm . The parameters  and τl
are optimized to check whether the model can represent the experimental data.
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Figure 25: Anisotropy of the rotating cylinder hub at different motor speeds
[rpm]. Similar to figure 24, there are some distinct anisotropy patterns which
do not depend on the speed.
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Figure 26: Difference of anisotropy of the rotating cylinder hub at different motor
speeds [rpm]. The reference motor speed is 1000 rpm.
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Figure 27: Comparison of experimental data with theoretical model. The averaged anisotropy and its standard error is compared with a fit to equation (5.2).
The reference speed for differences computation is chosen at 1000 rpm.
The result can be found in figure 27. The spatial variation in anisotropy is
due to the droplet’s surface. The trend of polarization is described by the model
quite well. The standard error is large compared to the computed anisotropy. This
error is expected due to the spatial variation of anisotropy. The lifetime τl is to be
found (235 ± 26) µs while the anisotropy at rest is 0.0061 ± 0.0003 derived from
. The value for the anisotropy agrees well with the observations from figure
25, while the lifetime is within the errors that are experimentally determined in
section 3.5.
Experiments at 1000 rpm for the determination of the G-factor were conducted as well. While the spatially resolved anisotropy maps differ from those
presented here, especially for the anisotropy at rest, the overall result for the
lifetime and residual anisotropy does not differ significantly.

5.4

Conclusion

The advantage of a solid body rotation measurement is the defined set of experimental parameters. In the presented setup, only a rotation around the axis
of observation takes place. The anisotropy’s spatial variation is high due to im-
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perfections in the sample preparation, even exhibiting negative anisotropy values for the rotational cases. Nevertheless, the results can be compared with the
model and indicate an accurate description of the physics involved. The experiment could be further improved by a more refined sample preparation improving
the data quality.
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Average Absolute Vorticity in a Round Jet

A canonical flow is considered next as a proof-of-concept for the measurement
of temporally averaged absolute vorticity. For this thesis, a turbulent round jet
has been chosen. A large volume of research results about this flow is present in
the literature. Furthermore, the flow has the advantage of a self-similar region.
Within this region, the flow properties can be compared with previous results
using a dimensionless representation. This region is thus particularly suitable for
the analysis of the proposed method. A comprehensive introduction and results
of the self-similar region of the jet are provided in various books, e.g., by Pope
[53].
Also, the jet has advantages from an experimental point of view. There is a
low vorticity region that can be imaged in the vicinity of the jet, enabling comparison with these regions. Walls are also not present, virtually eliminating the
influence of scattering and reflections in the flow region.
The following chapter describes the measurement of polarization signals of
a free round jet at Re = 12000 and 14400 in a 2D plane at its centerline. Polarization measurements for integrated signals Dij , as defined in chapter 2 in
equations (2.32) to (2.35), are conducted. The signals are acquired with an ungated CCD camera. Thus, only a temporal average of the signals is acquired. The
data are used to compute the luminescence anisotropy and compare them with
no-flow conditions. Afterward, the deterministic rotations model from chapter
2 is applied to compute the absolute vorticity and are further analyzed. The selfsimilarity of absolute vorticity is investigated. Since no corresponding experimental or numerical data are readily available, the results are compared with an
analytical model of a vortex street.

6.1

Flow Setup

The setup is described in detail in chapter 3.2. Only the test section is described
in detail here. The arrangement of this test section can be found in figure 28. The
coordinate system is defined with x as the observation direction, y the direction
of laser beam propagation, and z the jet propagation direction. A glass capillary
with a diameter of 0.4 mm is used as a round channel to establish the flow. The
length of the capillary is 100 diameters. The fluid exits the capillary into a cuboid.
The cuboid’s height in streamwise direction is 310 diameters, while the quadratic
side length is 110 diameters. This width is chosen to reduce recirculation within
the cuboid. On the side opposite to the capillary, the fluid leaves through a 5 mm
nozzle. Thus the flow should not form a stagnation region in the cuboid.
An image of the flow cell can be found in figure 29. The laser sheet’s entrance
side features a quartz glass insert to avoid laser light interaction and attenuation.
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D = 0.4mm
L = 100D

y
x

z

310D
110D
110D
Figure 28: Orientation of the jet experiment. The laser is expanded to a light
sheet. It is adjusted to pass through the centerline of the jet. The observation is in
x direction. Acquisition with two different polarization orientations is required.
These orientations are in x and z.

The jet is oriented with its streamwise direction pointing downward, aligning the
flow with gravity.
The laser sheet is focused on the centerline of the jet. The sheet has an approximate thickness of 1 mm at its focal line. Hence, a 2D acquisition assumption
can be considered valid a certain distance from the nozzle exit if the jet has grown
significantly larger than the laser sheet thickness. Furthermore, the alignment
is done visually without a calibration target. This procedure may introduce an
error for measurements directly at the capillary exit.
The flow is established using a Cetoni neMESYS 2600N high-pressure syringe pump. The pump is equipped with a Cetoni stainless steel high-pressure
syringe with a nominal volume of 50 ml. The pump is connected to a Cetoni
neMESYS 3/2-way ball valve. The valve enables the aspiration from the reservoir
and dispersion into the flow cell in an automated fashion. A sample of 0.5 l with
Spherotech Sphero EUP-025-5 Europium Polystyrene particles in DI suspension
with a concentration of 0.015 mg/ml is used in the experiments.
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Figure 29: Flow cell for the jet experiments. Flow direction is top to bottom. The
fluid is pumped through a precision capillary and exits into the flow chamber.
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Particles and Microscales

The particles as presented in chapter 3.5 are used as tracers. An important consideration is the method’s sensitivity as detailed in chapter 2.3.4. The sensitivity
depends on the expected vorticity, the luminescence lifetime, and the Brownian
correlation time. The volume flow rate and thus expected vorticity magnitude
is matched with the sensitivity constraint ω · τl ≈ 1. Additionally, the relation
between the luminescence lifetime τl and the Brownian correlation time τbr is
essential. The particles with an average diameter of 380 nm have a Brownian correlation time of 6.1 ms in water at room temperature, while the luminescence lifetime is 248.2 µs. Thus, the Brownian correlation time is 25 times longer than the
luminescence lifetime. Consequently, the decorrelation due to Brownian motion
should only have a minor influence on the anisotropy. This effect is computed
later and included in the computation of the average absolute vorticity.
An important factor is the particles’ response times to the flow. The trans2 ρ /(9µ), while the rotalational relaxation time can be estimated with τu = 2Rtr
tr
2
tional relaxation time is τr = 2Rtr ρtr /(15µ), with Rtr as the radius of the tracer
particle, ρtr the density of the tracer particle, and µ the dynamic viscosity of the
fluid [8]. For the used Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) particles in water at
room temperature, the relaxation times become τu = 9.5 ns and τr = 5.7 ns. Thus,
the timescales are significantly shorter than any turbulence timescale by several
orders of magnitude.
The spatial resolution only depends on the resolution of the optical system.
In this setup, one pixel represents 89 µm. This resolution can be compared to the
Kolmogorov microscale λK . Dimotakis estimated the scale for a free round jet
with λK = 0.95δr (z) · Re–3/4 , with δr (z) = 0.4(z – z0 ) the dimensional jet width at
streamwise position z [13, eq. (22)]. Hussein et al. estimated the virtual origin
with z0 = 4d [25, Fig. 4]. Thus, the smallest expected Kolmogorov length scale at
z = 50d and Re = 14400 is 5.4 µm, which results in a ratio to the spatial resolution
of 0.06. Note that the spatial resolution can be further increased with a focus on
the self-similar region.
In contrast to methods with direct particle tracking such as PIV and PTV, the
particles are not resolved by the optical system. In contrast, numerous particles
are acquired per pixel. Under the assumption of a laser sheet thickness of 1 mm,
approximately 4100 particles are captured per pixel.

6.3

Experiments

Two Reynolds numbers (Re = 12000 and 14400) are investigated. An overview of
the test section can be found in figure 28. For these experiments, the fluid at rest
and flow conditions is measured to ensure a correct G-factor correction and fun-
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damental anisotropy computation. Two different excitation polarization orientations are used for image acquisition. Referring to the definition in chapter 2, the
laser polarization is set perpendicular (excitation in z) and parallel (excitation in
x) with respect to the axis of observation x. In total, these are four independent
measurements with two emission polarization orientations each per Reynolds
number. A sample of 500 images is taken per experiment. For each image, the
exposure time is set to 8 s, effectively accumulating 80 luminescent decays. The
number of images per syringe stroke depends on the volume flow. For Re = 12000
and Re = 14400, two images and one image are acquired per stroke, respectively.
The results with excitation in x without flow are used for G-factor computation.
The data is readily available in a repository [57].

6.4

Anisotropy Change due to Flow

For the computation of anisotropy, the images are background-subtracted and
averaged. The component in x is then G-factor corrected prior to anisotropy
computation. Figures 30, 31 and 32 show the results for no-flow, Re = 12000
and Re = 14400, respectively. A change in the anisotropy for excitation in z is
observable. The shape of the jet can be identified through the anisotropy change.
In contrast, the anisotropy with excitation in x does not change due to the flow.
This behavior is predicted by theory. Since the dominant component for the mean
vorticity is in x, the excitation results in x do not see a change in anisotropy. This
alignment is supposed to be sensitive to the ωy and ωz components, which do
nearly vanish in the jet’s center plane. Of interest are the three distinct regions
of the jet. For the result of Re = 12000, there is a cylindrical flow region of the
nozzle size until approximately 20 diameters. The transition region follows this
phenomenon up to 60 to 70 diameters. After approximately 70 diameters, the jet
enters the region of self-similarity.
The standard errors for the anisotropy at Re = 12000 can be found in figure 33.
The errors are evenly distributed. The mean standard error is 0.0028 and 0.0026
for polarization orientation in x and z, respectively. Thus, the relative error of the
anisotropy in figure 31 (polarization in z, right subfigure) is around 10 % in the
slow flow regions and up to 15 % at the centre of the jet. The errors for Re = 14400
are not presented here but are of similar magnitude.

6.5

Computation of Absolute Vorticity

In a next step, the measurement data is taken to compute the average absolute
vorticity. The theory is described in detail in chapter 2. For the optimization
formulation of the problem, a reduced objective function is applied. The main
reason is the photobleaching effect of the particles. With the high number of
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Figure 30: Anisotropy without flow for excitation polarization in z
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Figure 31: Anisotropy at Re = 12000 for excitation polarization in x (left) and z
(right)
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Figure 32: Anisotropy at Re = 14400 for excitation polarization in x (left) and z
(right)
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Figure 33: Anisotropy standard error at Re = 12000 for excitation polarization in
x (left) and z (right)
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Figure 34: Optimization results for the normalized absolute vorticity |ωi | · τl at
Re = 12000. The normalized vorticity components are x to z from left to right.
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Figure 35: Optimization results for the normalized absolute vorticity |ωi | · τl at
Re = 14400. The normalized vorticity components are x to z from left to right.
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images per polarization direction, the intensity changes significantly. As pointed
out in chapter 3.5, bleaching introduces an error on the order of magnitude of the
fundamental anisotropy. Thus, an objective function consisting of two fractions
is defined in a way that only intensities from the same experiments are compared:
o=



 

Dxz,exp Dxz,a 2
Dzz,exp Dzz,a 2
–
+
–
.
Dzy,exp Dzy,a
Dxy,exp Dxy,a

(6.1)

It has to be noticed that the objective function only includes the signals from
the flow measurements. However, the no-flow images are used to compute the
G-factor to correct the anisotropy computation as discussed in chapter 3.3. The
value for the luminescent lifetime τl is determined in chapter 3.5 with (248.2 ± 1.7)
µs. The measured anisotropy without flow is used to compute the fundamental
anisotropy r0 with the Perrin equation and subsequently the angle ,


τ
r0 = rm 1 + l
τbr



,

(6.2)

with rm them measured anisotropy. The Brownian correlation time can be determined with the mean diameter of the particles of 380 nm.
Figure 34 and 35 show the results for Re = 12000 and 14400, respectively.
The vorticity is normalized with the luminescent lifetime τl as the characteristic
timescale in the experiment. The algorithm is capable of computing a homogeneous vorticity field. It resolves the dominant component of vorticity correctly
in x. The used optimization package pyoptivorticity is available in a repository
[59].

6.6

Comparison in Self-Similar Region of the Jet

The measurement of vorticity in this specific experiment has two limitations.
These have to be taken into account for a comparison with the self-similar regime.
First, the two distinct emission polarization components available can resolve the
absolute vorticity, but not its direction. Second, due to the dye’s low quantum
yield, the full luminescence decay must be acquired for a sufficient intensity signal. With the current flow velocities, the particle may travel several diameters
during the luminescent lifetime τl . With the given experimental parameters, the
jet exit velocity can result in the advection of the tracers up to 10d within the
luminescence lifetime τl . Thus, a simple comparison with the self-similar solutions of vorticity is not warranted. For comparison, a time-resolved model for
the vorticity is required to compute the average absolute vorticity field.
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Vortex Street Model The average absolute vorticity results obtained in the
present experiment are not directly comparable with the existing theory on selfsimilarity. By computing the mean vorticity from the velocity profile in the selfsimilar region, one would expect the result to be zero on the centerline. This
result is in disagreement with the experimental results with the highest region
of depolarization at the centerline. Since the self-similar model only covers the
time-averaged signed vorticity but not the averaged magnitude, it is necessary
to compute the average absolute. No time-resolved measurement or simulation
data are readily available for a comparison with the presented results.
Nevertheless, a simple model to represent the mean velocity profiles in the
self-similar region of a 2D jet has been proposed by Oler and Goldschmidt [47].
Even though the model describes the results for a 2D jet, it might be instructive to
compute the average of the absolute vorticity. Initially, the model was developed
to show proof of a vortex flapping behavior in turbulent round jets. Hence the
model consists of alternating, propagating vortices around the centerline. The
values for mean velocities and Reynolds stresses are captured well. In this work,
it is used to compute the mean absolute vorticity field for comparison with the
experimental results.
Based on the model, the vorticity in x-direction of a single vortex can be
defined as


2
1.26Γ · exp – 1.26R
Rc2
,
(6.3)
ωx,m =
π · Rc2
with R the radial coordinate and Rc the center of the vortex.
Since the vortices propagate as a function of time, a time-averaged solution
for the absolute vorticity can be computed. With vortices established between
10 and 200 dz and the constant for the circulation CΓ set to 3.597 instead to 2.597
as in the original paper, which is assumed to be a typographical error, a vorticity
field is computed.
The result can be found in figure 36. The order of magnitude is the same
as for the values computed from the experiment. The spreading rate is slightly
different but the observation is not investigated further in detail here. The decay
in the streamwise direction differs between experiment and model, while the
magnitude and shape agree. It is important to note that the model’s average
absolute vorticity has its maximum at the centerline. While the average vorticity,
computed from the velocity profile, is expected to be zero at the centerline. Even
though the results are only valid quantitatively for the 2D jet, similar behavior
can be expected for a round jet.
The extended model can be applied despite the measurements’ inability to
resolve the sign of the vorticity direction. It does not, however, account for the
advection of particles in the flow. Such a model would require a Lagrangian in-
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Figure 36: Normalized absolute vorticity |ωx | · τl for the self-similar region based
on the model by Oler and Goldschmidt [47] for Re = 12000 (left) and Re = 14400
(right).
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Figure 38: Centerline |ωx | in comparison with scaled estimate
tegration of the signal per particle depending on the luminescence decay. Unfortunately, it appears infeasible to compute this convolved vorticity field explicitly
with the model and an integration in time would have to be performed.
As an alternative to the vortex street model results, it should be noted that experimental data on the vorticity root mean square (rms) are available. Weisgraber
and Liepmann did measurements with a Dual-Plane-PIV setup in the transition
region of a round jet at Re = 5500 [74]. They found a non-zero temporal RMS
at the centerline for the streamwise and azimuthal vorticity components, which
agrees with the present experiments’ observations.
Absolute vorticity decay in streamwise direction A comparison with the
self-similar solutions of the jet is not directly possible to explain the decay rate of
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Figure 39: Normalized average absolute vorticity at different streamwise positions
the vorticity since the measurements do only record the absolute value. Hence,
the decay has to be compared at a radial position with a relevant vorticity niveau.
For an estimate, the solution for ωx in the self-similar region using equation
(2.43) is used to compare with the measured decay at the centerline. The position
y
( dx , d ) = (0, 13) is chosen for comparison and fitted with a linear factor. The
estimate is then adjusted in magnitude and compared with the measured results
of the centerline for Re = 12000. Results can be found in figure 37. A comparable
result with the absolute value | ωx | can be found in figure 38. The virtual origin
z0 for the self-similar model in both fits is 9.3. Even though the advection of
particles is not incorporated, the overall decay can be compared.
Self-similarity of the absolute vorticity For the streamwise velocities, the
profiles are normalized with the non-dimensional jet width δ and the centerline
velocity to achieve self-similarity. In the analysis the vorticity | ωx | is normalized in a similar fashion, with the corresponding centerline vorticity | ωx,c |. For
the results of |ωx | in figure 34 (at Re = 12000) the normalized spreading rate is
determined to be 3.3. The results for several cross sections can be found in figure 39. A Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 2.5 of the kernel has been
applied to the data. It can be seen that the absolute value of the vorticity follows
a self-similar regime similar to the analysis of the velocity.
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Figure 40: Root mean square of the spatial average absolute vorticity variations
in the range from 55 to 150 dz for |ωx | in the self-similar regime
In addition, the spatial rms of the average vorticity magnitude can be computed in the self-similar regime. Results are shown in figure 40. It can be observed
that the fluctuations are the highest in the center of the jet.

6.7

Conclusion

A round jet experiment has been conducted with the proposed method. It could
be shown that the flow changes the anisotropy signal of the particles. The average absolute vorticity components can be estimated from the polarization anisotropies with an optimization algorithm and are of the expected order of magnitude. The results cannot be readily compared to existing models of the jet flow
in the self-similar region. This restriction is due to the experimental limitation
of integrating over the luminescence decay, effectively resulting in a Lagrangian
integration of the signal. A simplified model is used to derive an absolute vorticity field for comparison with the experimental results. The signal behaviour is
captured well qualitatively and quantitatively, but the decay rates in streamwise
direction still exhibit differing trends.
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The thesis’ objective was to examine the possible use of luminescence anisotropy for the direct measurement of flow vorticity. A theory for the influence of
a deterministic rotation on the anisotropy was developed. The model described
the observability of vorticity component magnitudes following acquisition of the
complete luminescence decay after pulsed excitation. A toolbox was also coded
to formulate the analysis task, i.e., the derivation of vorticity components for
anisotropy measurements, as a numerical minimization problem. The family of
xanthene dyes was investigated as potential vorticity tracers. It could be shown
that both quantum yield and lifetimes are not optimal for vorticity measurements
in commonly occurring flows. A solid body rotation of immobilized particles was
examined with the proposed method. It was shown that the changes in anisotropy due to rotation could be explained with the developed theory including
deterministic rotations.
Finally, a turbulent round jet was examined at Re = 12000 and 14400. A
change in anisotropy was found, and a corresponding average absolute vorticity
component was computed with the optimization toolbox. The results were found
to agree in order of magnitude with the corresponding results for the self-similar
region of the jet. Due to the long exposure times, the results yielded an integration of the signals along the particles’ trajectories, which is not captured in the
established theoretical models.
In summary, while the feasibility of direct absolute vorticity measurement
based on polarization anisotropy could be established, two problems remain with
the current implementation: the long exposure time required and the missing
gating capability of the camera used in the flow experiments.
Overview on current capabilities and limitations of the method The current experimental setup is capable of measuring four distinct polarized signals.
Changes in luminescence anisotropy, computed from the signals, compared to
no-flow conditions can be observed. Furthermore, the absolute vorticity can be
computed from these signals. The sensitivity is highest in the range of ω · τl = 1.
This relation holds under the assumption of a negligible, e.g., sufficiently large,
Brownian correlation time and acquisition of the complete luminescence decay.
It has to be pointed out that the sensitivity depends on the shortest relevant time
constant. On the one hand, the Brownian correlation time can be shorter than
the luminescence lifetime, τBr  τl . On the other hand, reducing the exposure
time below the luminescence lifetime will lead to a sensitivity depending on this
exposure time instead. A reduction of exposure time is imperative for the application of the method in a turbulent flow. A limitation of the experiments is
the long exposure time compared to the flow’s timescales, which leads to spatial
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integration of the signals. This intrinsic limitation of the measurement method
is due to the requirement of sufficient signal intensities. In the present experiments, this is defined by the lifetime τl since the signals are integrated over the
complete lifetime. However, it is in principle possible to reduce the acquisition
with a gated camera for faster flow regimes, effectively coupling the sensitivity range to this exposure time. For the reduction of the exposure time, further
research on suitable phosphorescent tracers is required. The exposure time is
limited by the low quantum yield of the Eu(III) particles.
A further limitation in the present experiments is the inability to determine
the sign of the vorticity. Potentially, this problem can be overcome with a different arrangement of polarizers. The theory for directional vorticity measurements
would have to be developed further following the approach outlined in this thesis. Latest polarization cameras provide the parallel acquisition of four polarization directions. Conceptually, such a camera should be able to resolve the signed
x-component of the vorticity for example in a turbulent round jet experiment.
Measurements with a Gated Camera Measurements with a cooled CCD
such as the PCO Sensicam have several advantages in contrast to intensified and
gated cameras. In addition to a simpler and cheaper setup, the general noise level
is lower than with intensified cameras, with the intensifier as an additional noise
source. The lack of a gating capability is evident in the round jet results discussed
in the preceding chapter. Due to the high flow velocity in relation to the luminescent lifetime, the acquired signals are convolved with the tracers’ translation.
With a gated camera, the exposure time can effectively be chosen to match the
timescales of the flow and reduce this effect. In addition, the use of the intensifier
of such an camera is required, since the phosphorescence signal of the particles
used is low.
In a first step, the results of the round jet are to be reproduced with a gated
camera, excluding the potential of scattered laser light and fluorescence. Figure
41 shows preliminary results of the anisotropy for an experiment equivalent to
the Re = 12000 round jet in figure 31 with a gated camera (Andor iStar). The primary differences are the use of an intensified camera and the insertion of a delay
of 200 ns, while the complete decay is still being captured. Thirty decay profiles
are integrated-on-chip, and 500 images are taken in total. Furthermore, the opening angle of the laser sheet is reduced in contrast to the measurements with the
CCD camera. The result for the anisotropy is equivalent to that acquired with the
PCO Sensicam. This equivalency indicates sufficient filtering for the results presented in the round jet chapter. For future experiments, it is advisable to reduce
the exposure time and increase the integration-on-chip, effectively overcoming
the problem of particle movement and finite signal integration times.
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Figure 41: Anisotropy at Re = 12000 with intensified camera (Andor iStar). Experimental conditions are equivalent to the results for the cooled CCD camera
(PCO Sensicam) shown in figure 31. Note that the colorbar scaling of the two
figures is identical.
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Room Temperature Phosphorescence Dyes Recent studies have shown the
capabilities of Indole and its derivative 2-Phenylindole for room-temperature
phosphorescence. Kawski et al. examined the luminescent properties and found
a phosphorescent component in the signal [31]. In addition, Chavez et al. showed
a direct excitation of the phosphorescence of Indole with a wavelength 405 nm
[12]. The same effect has been presented by Gryczinski et al. for the derivative
2-Phenylindole [21].
In an ongoing research project initiated at the Institute of Fluid Dynamics to
study this alternative, the dyes are incorporated into PMMA nanoparticles.
Preliminary results of the phosphorescence signal and an anisotropy map can
be found in figure 42 for 10 averaged images. The particles have a diameter of approximately 400 nm and are in a suspension with DI water with a concentration
of 0.01 mg/ml. The images are acquired with an Andor iStar and the setup described in section 3.2. The filters Schott GG435 (lowpass) and Salvo Technologies
2021OFS-643 643 nm (edge) are used on the emission side. The 355 nm excitation
wavelength of the Surelite does permit a direct excitation of the triplet state. A
physical explanation for this property has not yet been provided. A delay of
200 ns is inserted after excitation to avoid capturing scattered light and fluorescence acquisition.
The measured intensities are up to 15 000 pixel – counts for a single excitation with integrating the signal on-chip. The signal strength is thus an order of
magnitude higher than measurements with a comparable Europium suspension.
The anisotropy, as shown in figure 42, is significantly higher as well, with an
expected effective anisotropy 5 to 10 times higher than for the Europium complex. This anisotropy enables a higher signal-to-noise ratio in measurements. It
thus appears that single-shot measurements with a reduced acquisition time for
time-resolved measurement might be achievable.
Photo-activated Fluorophores The preceding paragraph describes a further
development path for phosphorescence particles in the measurement of vorticity. The problem with phosphorescence remains the low quantum yield, which
can only partly be overcome. Thus, other approaches for the photoselection of
dyes are desirable. A potential alternative might be the use of photo-activated
fluorophores. The principle is the activation of a probe molecule with a light
source. The absorbed light triggers a chemical reaction and results in an active
fluorophore. With a second, independent laser source, this fluorophore is then
excited [36]. There are indications of a photoselection process during activation, which would result in a population of activated fluorophores, equivalent to
the population of excited phosphorescent dyes as applied in this thesis [43, 63].
Photo-activated fluorophores, incorporated in nanoparticles, might serve as trac-
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ers if first activated selectively and then excited afterward. The use of fluorescence might then overcome the problem of low quantum yield and low signal.
Concluding Remarks The application of luminescence anisotropy in flow diagnostics was limited to specific applications. A direct measurement technique
for vorticity, i.e., not as a computed velocity gradient, is still lacking despite the
significance of mapping flow fields in general and turbulent flows in particular.
The proposed method of luminescence anisotropy for detecting rotations, if further elaborated, might provide a possibility to measure all three –absolute– components of the vorticity in a time-resolved manner.
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A

Instantaneous Intensities for Excitation in z

The integral solutions of the intensity signals in direction of the three principal
Cartesian coordinate axes are defined in equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4). With the
distribution function fz introduced in equation (2.17) the instantaneous intensity
signals can be computed.
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B

INSTANTANEOUS INTENSITIES FOR EXCITATION IN X

Instantaneous Intensities for Excitation in x

For the computation of the instantaneous signals, instead of transforming the
distribution function, the coordinates of the intensities (and hence the observer)
are rotated. A simpler analytical solution is the only reason for this procedure.
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C

Analytical Solutions

Next to the numerical treatment of the full problem, some analytical results can
be derived for one or two vorticity components. From an experimental perspective, it is advantageous to measure the flow state with one excitation polarization
only. Thus the presented results are derived with calibration measurement under
no-flow conditions Dij,0 . A ratiometric approach is chosen to avoid dependence
on parameters such as I0 . In principle, simplified analytical solutions with the
flow condition signals Dij are available as well. The solution was chosen to avoid
coupled terms, which implies no vorticity along the axis of symmetry with regard
to the excitation distribution function.

C.1

Excitation in z

Single component ωx Under the assumption of ωy = ωz = 0 the third component becomes
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Two components ωx and ωy with no-flow conditions Under the assumption of ωz = 0 the two other components can be computed by normalizing with
the no-flow signals
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with Dzyzy0 = Dzy /Dzy0 and Dzzzz0 = Dzz /Dzz0 .

C.2

Excitation in x

Single component ωy
ponent becomes

Under the assumption of ωx = ωz = 0 the third com-
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with Dxyxz = Dxy /Dxz .
Single component ωz
ponent becomes
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Two components ωy and ωz with no-flow conditions Under the assumption of ωx = 0 the two other components can be computed by normalizing with
the no-flow signals
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